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5. Although many of the suggestions in this book apply to research outside the United 
States, access to foreign archives depends much more on making advance contacts, obtaining 
government or other official approval, demonstrating proficiency in relevant foreign lan
guages, and possession of a healthy travel budget. Consult your reference librarian to locate 
published guides to foreign archi ves. For an e)(cellent e)(ample of such handbooks, see Foster 
and Sheppard's (1982) useful manual on archives in the United Kingdom. Also, consult the 

I O-volume Index ofManuscripts in the British Library (published by Chadwyck-Healey in 
1984). 

6. For enmple, a partial sample of eclectic materials encountered in my own archival 
visits includes: advertising handbills, architectural models, athletic gear, lantern slides, loving 
cups, maps, medals, military uniforms, oil paintings, passports, photograph albums, plant 
specimens, posters, rare books, stereopticons, stuffed animals, tape recordings, ticket stubs, 
visiting cards, and so on. 

7. It should be noted that sociologist Jennifer Platt (\98Ia) observes-in an essay 
specifically on using documentary data-that sociologists do not often work the lcinds of hand

written primary sources that historians routinely consult. This situation is rapidly changing. 
8. For example, H. Martineau (1848, 1864), K. Marx (\867/1906). W. E. B. DuBois 

(\899), G. E. Howard (\904), M. Weber (1958. 1968. 1985). J . Addams (1916). and G. H. 
Mead (\936). 

9. See, for example, Abbott (1939, 1950). Hammond (1964), Balander (1974). Blackwell 
and Janowitz (1974). Horowitz (1983), or Deegan (1981. 1988a, 1991). 

10. The important question of where to classify history and the social sciences in relation
ship to the sciences, the humanities, and their interdisciplinary interstices is here skimmed 
over for the didactic purpose of emphasizing differences rather than similarities. There are a 

few historians who are properly called social scientists just as there are occasional social 
scientists who do justice to the title historian. 

II. Dorothy Ross's (1990) The Origills of American Social Science is an instructive 
example of how a historian bent on propping up a pet hypothesis (Le .. "exceptionalism") ten

dentiously distorts the history of American sociology in the process. 
12. The notion of a working hypothesis is a symbolic interactionist concept developed 

sociologically by George Herbert Mead (1899) and usefully brought up to date by Deegan 

( 1987b). 
13. My task is simi lar to that of a lecturer who. to be successful at lecturing. mllst present 

a monologue such that the audience goes away feeling that something worthwhile has been 
said (Goffman, 1981). 

2. ARCHIVAL SEDI ME NTATION 

The routes by which materials come to repose in archives are neither 
certain nor systematic. Researchers who understand this situation stand a 
much better prospect of successfully unearthi ng archival gold. They also 
confront more calmly the frustrating gaps in archival collections that 
sometimes perplex even seasoned sociohi storical investigators. Hence, 
prio r to pl unging in to the practical nuts and bol ts of archival research, I 

strongly encourage you to reflect on the broad sedimentary processes vi a 
which materials come to rest on archive shelves. 

New researchers soon discover that any given person's or organization'S 
archival papers may be housed in several different archives or be distrib
uted (seemingly with little rationale) across a number of different collec
tions in a single archive. This fragmentation is especially frustrating when, 
after completing a careful reading of a collection of papers on the I ast day 
o f your visit to a distant repository, you discover (or the archivist casually 
mentions) several related collections that also bear directly, perhaps even 
more directly, on your inquiry. This is frustration incarnate: Why aren't 
these materials integrated and more systematically organized? The answer 
lies in the myriad routes and conditions under which materials are donated 
to archives. Borrowing from Alfred Schutz, I describe here the general 
deposition process as a series of sedimentary phases characterized by a 
multitude of erosions and reorderings. 

The cumulative and reciprocal aspects of sedimentation in social pro
cesses were emphasized by Schutz (1970-1971, Vol. III) who observed that 
"the actual stock of knowledge is nothing but the sedimentation [emphasis 
added] of all our experiences of former definitions of previous situations" 
(p. 123). When researchers open a box of archival materials, the particular, 
concrete set of items in that box is the end product of an involved sedi
mentation process. The "sediment" in archives results directly from peo
ple defining certain materials-and not others-as "worth keeping" in 
archival situations. Conversely, it is from this accumulated sediment that 
researchers reconstruct and reinterpret our shared stock of knowledge in 
sociohistorical terms-and try to convince us that infonnation about particu
lar situations is "worth knowing." This is an endless and iterative loop, 
since what is worth knowing helps us, as a society, decide what is worth 
keeping, and so on and on. 

Primary Sedimentation 

The individuals and organizations whose papers are deposited in ar
chives play important-and sometimes self-conscious-roles in helping 
determine what gets saved for posterity. This is the primary phase of 
archival sedimentation, in which people and organizations create, discard, 
save, collect, and donate materials of potential archival interest. For example, 
an active scholar's research, writing, and teach ing over a lifetime of work 
generates a large mass of correspondence, manu scripts. lecture notes, and 
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other materials . Academics also acqu ire a lot of other people's flotsam 
along the way: files ofcollege memos, committee reports, books, publish
ers' catalogs, drafts of technical articles sent by colleagues, scholarly 
journals, unclaimed student papers, and so forth. All these materials are 
potential candidates for archival deposition, but whether, and in what 
condition, they will ever reach an arch ive has a lot to do with the scholar 's 
definition of his or her own situation . What does the scholar think is worth 
keeping and for what purposes? Is the scholar careful or careless with 
papers he or she supposes should be saved? To explore some of these 
possibilities and their consequences, let's now follow the materials of a 
hypothetical scholar through this first and often unreflexive phase of 
archival sedimentation. 

A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE 

Potential archival materials are neither created nor stored in abstract 
space; they are created and then repose over time at specific geographic 
places. The materials that may someday find a home in an archive accu
mulate over the years in a variety of places where our hypothetical scholar 
works and "sticks things away." These include, among other places, her 
university office in the anthropology building on a California campus, 
her laboratory space in the Anthropology Museum Annex, her California 
condominium, and a vacation cottage in Wisconsin (where she writes each 
summer). The way our scholar defines and maintains the mountains of 
materials that accumulate in all these places determines the universe of 
personal materials from which her future archival sediment, if any, will 
precipitate. 

Our hypothetical scholar considers her accumulating letters, manuscripts, 
and so on to be "interesting," "useful someday," or just something to be 
"saved." For this reason, boxes of childhood mementos collect du st in the 
attic of her parents' home, and her office fi les bulge with all sorts of things. 
This is common behavior. Weinberg (1972) , for example, wrote of soci
ologist Edward A. Ross: "Seemingly, Ross practiced what many of his 
generation felt to be a cardinal virtue : he saved and filed everything of 
any importance-report cards, manuscripts, typescripts, lecture appoint
ments, financial records, copies of income tax statements, and newspaper 
clippings" (pp. 239-240). 

If we ass ume our scholar is a pack rat like Ross , she sti ll does not keep 
everything . Storage space is fin ite; there is never room for everything. 

Our hypothetical academic succumbs to periodic urges to "clean house," 
resulting in the physical rearrangement of some materials and the discard 
of many others. Her potential archival deposit now erodes in unpre
dictable ways long before an archivist ever has a chance to evaluate what 
might be worth keeping. What she keeps and what she tosses has a direct 
bearing on what traces of her life's work future researchers may someday 
encounter in an archive. Our scholar keeps most of her correspondence, 
but she tosses out literally hundreds of letters from publishers and journal 
editors who rejected the manuscripts of her now well-known anthropo
logical books and articles-she no longer wants to be reminded of those 
early rejections. On the other hand, our scholar is amused by her elemen
tary school report cards-and keeps them. Some academics routinely keep 
very few mementos or personal papers, proudly cultivating the stream
lined Protestant aesthetics of a clean desk and an uncluttered file cabinet. 
Erosion can also be accidental. 

MORE FORMS OF EROSION 

Erosion can take a serious toll even when individuals and organizations 
purposefully try to retain materials intended for archival preservation . 
Flood, fire, and other mishaps can wreck havoc upon paper records . For 
example, Roscoe Pound , the Dean of the Harvard Law School, lost , while 
moving from one city to another, much of the correspondence pertaining 
to his early professional career. I A large number of files belonging to the 
American Sociological Association were subjected to disarray and possi
ble loss following a trucking accident during the ASA's move from New 
York City to new quarters in Washington, D.C.2 Sociologist andjournalist 
Ida B. Wells-Barnett lost a lifetime of irreplaceable newspaper articles 
when fi res consumed her home.3 Most of the correspondence, lecture 
notes, and books of an acquaintance of mine were ruined when a vindic
tive former spouse "stored" my friend's all too vulnerable materia ls in a 
ramshackle chicken coop exposed to the elements.4 Most academics and 
many organizations, however, give little thought to archival preservation 
or the threat of flood, fire, and accident. Like our hypothetical scholar, 
they retain materials that they sense vaguely "might be useful someday," 
and that is as far as their archival consciousness develops . 

Most people keep things , but we usually have no assurance that they 
save the most important or significant materials. For ex ample, t he term 
papers resting in ou r schola r's files may simply be those that ind ifferent 
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students never bothered to pick up from her office. Hence, they do not 
represent her students' best work. If, as many people do, our scholar makes 
a habit of jotting quick replies to important letters on the letters them
selves and thus sends the originals back to their senders, then the letters 
that gather dust in her file drawers may be precisely those she though t 
not worth answering. The really interesting memos may be the ones she 
crumpled in anger and threw into the wastebasket. 

LOGIC-IN-USE 

At issue is more than simply what our hypothetical scholar retains. 
There is also the manner in which she keeps it, a variation on the contrast 
between content and method. What is the method of our scholar 's pack 
rat habits? Where does she keep things, and in what order? These ques
tions are crucial because they influence the physical order and the com
pleteness of the materials that eventually rest on archive shelves. · Unless 
she simply piles one thing endlessly on top of another, creating a chrono
logically structured modem-day midden, she adds other, nonchronologi
cal complexities to her accumulation. Her "personal filing system" may 
be such that only she understands its rationale. Many academics of my 
acquaintance mix systematic filing with idiosyncratic practices having no 
apparent system. 

Our scholar's logic-in-use for using, filing, rearranging, and storing 
materials affects the internal order of her accumulating materials . Sharply 
varied materials that are closely related in our scholar's mind (eclectic 
mementos from a trip abroad, for example) are thrown together in a drawer 
with no discernable rhyme or reason. Al limes, our scholar sifts through 
her files looking for items related to new topics of interest, removes a 
few items from their previous locations, and then refiles her selections 
together in new files, destroying the order in which she had for years 
arranged her materials while writing her fi rst and still most influential 
book. The conceptual links that might have been suggested to us as 
researchers, had we been able to analyze the original arrangements and 
juxtapositions of her materials, will now be more difficult to discern 
through archi val research. 

Our scholar keeps the interrelated parts of her unfinished major project, 
which she intends to be her magnum opus, in four different places (her 
condominium, her laboratory, her office, and her vacation cottage, for 
example) . This disjointed spatial reality wi 11 have consequences if she dies 

unexpectedly (as she now does, for purely didactic reasons, of course') . 
The odds are very low that all four parts o f her project will be recovered, 
sent to the same archive, identi fied correctly, and filed appropriately 
together in the same storage box. It will help matters if she carefully labels 
all four parts of the project so that third parties will know what the materials 
are and how they relate to each other, but our scholar was engrossed in 
her project-she had no time and li ttle personal rationale for attaching the 
detailed labels or memos that would help a third party piece the parts of 
the project together. She did not anticipate her untimely but didactically 
convenient death. 

ARCHIVAL CONSEQUENCES 

In an ideal typical scenario that reflects real life experiences in such 
cases, consider now the possible consequences of Our scholar's spatially 
separated work habits. First, that part of the project left in our scholar's 
office is donated by her heirs-at the prodding of the university archivist 
-to the university archive in the campus library. Second, the part left on 
her laboratory table is quietly purloined by an ambitious young staff 
member at the university museum-wherein it reposes in his files for 35 
years more and after which is donated together with his own papers to the 
university archive (where it remains today, its authorship unrecognized 
and never attributed to our hypothetical scholar). The third part, found in 
our scholar's condominium by her admiring stepson, is kept for IO years 
as a memento but is finally donated to Harvard University (the stepson's 
alma mater), where it is placed in the anthropology archives of the Peabody 
Museum. The fourth and most central part of the project is ·a long and 
complex theory section on which our scholar spent many summers work
ing. It now is swept into the dust bi n when a commercial cleaning crew is 
hired by her legal executor to clean up the Wisconsin cottage so it can be 
sold expeditiously to settle our late scholar's estate. Through such scenar
ios in real life, of which the variations are nearly endless, the papers of 
active intellectuals are lost, fragmented, and dispersed. 

A few academics are keenly aware of the poten tial archival value o f 
their papers and correspondence and take pains to preserve them. They 
might officiall y appoint a literary executor in their w ill (a prudent step in 
any case), or work with an archive to make preposthumous arrangements 
fo r the preservation of their papers . Indeed, you do not have to be dead to 
donate your papers to an archive thai wi ll have them. The late Chicago 
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sociologist Morris Janowitz, for example, donated the bulk of his papers 
to the University of Chicago and, before his death, assisted in the ir label ing 
and archival arrangemenl.s In practice, however, many- perhaps most
social scientists, their colleagues , and their families wrongly discount the 
archival utility of scholarly papers, giving no thought to their safekeeping. 
If the papers of such scholars do somehow make it to an archive, the 
resulting archival sediment is likely to be partial, fragmented, and uneven . 

When individuals die, the first broad phase of archival sedimentation 
comes definitely to a close. The deceased write no more, discard nothing 
more, nor ever again tamper with the structural order of their papers and 
files. A new phase of sedimentation begins in which other people, third 
parties, do as they will with the surviving physical traces that sociohistor
ical investigators like yourself might someday like to analyze. 

Secondary Sedimentation 

During the second phase of archival sedimentation, the order and 
condition in which individuals leave their papers and personal effects at 
the time of death becomes crucially important. Unless preempted by careful 
planning and/or the appointment of an energetic and capable literary 
executor, this second phase has no sure outcome. The situation is uncer
tain and liminal (Turner, 1969; Deegan, 1989; Deegan & Hill, 1991 a). A 
deceased writer's papers go up for grabs, suspended betwixt and between 
oblivion and preservation. 

The uncertainty of this phase is increased by the wide range of potential 
motives and abilities of the people who now evaluate, discard, and/or 
preserve the personal papers of the deceased before they are transmitted, 
if ever, to a formal archive. Opportunities for erosion multiply. A vindic
tive department head tries to obliterate the memory of a despised rival by 
destroying the deceased's office files; a family member discovers and 
burns the deceased 's torrid love letters on the assumption that the de
ceased's personal life is no one else's business; an overly devoted literary 
executor, attempting to preserve the deceased's professional reputation 
unblemished, finds and destroys a cache of letters in which the deceased 
was once charged with plagiarism, and so on. The point is that any number 
of people with a wide variety of motives make consequential decisions 
about what to do with the deceased's papers. 

A scholarly life is by defi nition one of social interaction with students , 
colleagues, critics, and mentors. Active scholars not only create and keep 

mountains of materials (the focus of this discussion so far), they also send 
aDd give large amounts of original mate rial s to others . They wri te letters 
to friends, send manuscripts to publishers for review, write comments on 
students' exams, distribute copies of unpublished papers at professional 
meetings, and so on. An important aspect of secondary sedimentation con
cerns what all the people to whom materials are sent during a scholar's 
li fetime do with those materials . Do they keep them or discard them? 

Secondary sedimentation, with reference to our hypothetical scholar 
per se, is simultaneously primary sedimentation when viewed in terms of 
the accumu lation habits of our scholar 's friends, students, and colleagues. 
Thus, because the interaction network of friends, students, and colleagues 
is potentially so very large, the complexity of archival sedimentation 
explodes exponentially. This situation has potentially negative and posi
tive consequences. Negatively, it means that traces of our scholar's intellec
tual life might come to rest in any number of archives (not to mention 
other places), and that tracking them all down may be a difficult, expen
sive, and time-consuming task. Positively, if a writer's interpersonal net
work is dense and complex, it increases the overall probability that archival 
traces can be found somewhere if investigators are patient and diligent 

searchers. 
The importance and possibility of sedimentations in other people's files 

should never be disregarded by sociohistorical investigators . Such depos
its may be the only places in which traces of a person in whom you are 
interested may have survived. For example, the 19th-century social sci
entist and political economist, Harriet Martineau , implored all of her 
correspondents to burn the letters she wrote during her lifetime. Many 
took this command seriously and literally. Others, however, sometimes in 
a deep moral quandary, valued the letters as much too important to destroy 
and kept them among their own personal effects . Much that we know 
about Martineau today is due to those surviving letters-letters that 
Martineau would have destroyed if given the chance. 

The foundational book in symbolic interactionism (if not social psy
chology as a whole) is George Herbert Mead 's (1934) Mind, Self & 
Society. It provides another, instructive example. Mind, Self & Society is 
available today only because of sedimentat ions in other people's files. 
Mead's seminal book was published after his death by Charles W. Morris, 
an editor who pieced the book toge ther from classroom notes taken and 
saved by Mead's former students at the Univers ity of Chicago .6 Mead's 
own lecture notes did not su rv ive, but the notes of his students, who 
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thought them too valuable to throw away, did endure- and many of 
Mead's ideas with them. 

Letters, memos, official documents, and the like accumu late in many 
disparate places beyond the grasp of the individual writers and scholars 
who create such materials. A few locations include: department, college, 
and university files; the personal accumulations of colleagues and former 
students ; publishing houses; journal editors' offi ces; the files of profes
sional organizations to which the scholars belo nged and/or held office; 
the private collections of admiring "fans"; and, of course, the ubi qu itous 
attics and basements of personal friends . Materials in these many loca
tions can easily escape the best intentions of a literary executor or an 
in trepid researcher. At the same time, their very profusion increases the 
odds that we will find something useful if we are diligent and resourceful. 
As archival investigators, we must be always alert to the myriad locations 
in which secondary sedimentations might unexpectedly settle. 

Tertiary Sedimentation 

Tertiary sedimentation refers to the sorting, erosion, and arrangement 
of materials after arrival at an archive. Such materials may flow directly 
from the person who created them, but more commonly they arrive via 
secondary mediation. Third parties decide directly that all or part of an 
individual's papers should be saved and donate them to an archive. 
Alternatively, materials are preserved indirectly via the accumulations 
and subsequent archival deposits of people with whom the scholar inter
acted. In a few cases, materials are donated by private collectors, and in 
still other situations, finances permitting, archivists may aggressively 
collect certain types of ~anuscripts and rare books. When an individual's 
papers, manuscripts, books, and miscellaneous memorabilia arrive at an 
archive for deposition, they come into the province of archival curators. 

There is no guarantee, however, that an archive will accept all or even 
part of any given donation. Archival space and finances are limited. An 
archivist may judge that, although it would be nice to accept every 
relevant donation, the available resources are insufficient to properly 
organize and maintain all materials as archival collections. A coroilary is 
that donors sometimes have to shop around fo r an archive that will accept 
a particular donation, wi th the result that some deposits wind up in rather 
unexpected places.? Curators typically accept donat ions contingent on 
having discretion to discard (or return to the donors) ma terials they deem 

unimportant or not appropriate to the mission of their archive. But what 
may be of no significance to a given archivist might be crucial to socio
historical researchers, depending on the questions they want to answer! 
Thus, a third sedimentary phase unfolds in which archivists accept or 
reject materials according to their own interests and the priorities of the 
organizations for which they work. Archivists also sort, organize, and 
inventory materials in preparation for publi c use . 

The archivists who yearly sort th rough countless boxes of donated 
papers often know li ttle about the people who collected or created the 
materials therein. It is a curator's task , however, to "make sense of' what 
can be literally thousands of letters and mountains of other matter in any 
given donation. The materials must be evaluated and given at least a 
preliminary storage site. It may be years, however, before a deposit is 
thoroughly prepared, indexed, and described in a detailed finding aid (Chap
ter 6). Indeed, formal preparation may be indefinitely postponed while 
other, "more important" donations leap ahead in the processing queue. 

. THE ARCHIVIST'S PRIORITIES 

The priorities that archivists use to accept and process donations , and 
the schemes that archivists use to organize and index specific collections, 
are the central features of tertiary sedimentation. Archival priorities and 
organizational practices directly influence what materials researchers find 
in archives and the condition in which they find them. Like publishers 
who publish books they judge will sell, archivists tend to accept collec
tions they think sociohistorical researchers will actually use for research . 
Archivists gladly accept the papers of distinguished and well -known 
individuals, as such collections usually lend prestige to archives-and to 
the archivists who successfully encourage such dona tions . 

In this way, archives mirror the societies in which they are embedded. 
The papers of privileged and institutionally powerfu l people are far more 
likely to be accepted by archives than are donations of " lesser" men and 
women . A few archives do try to obtain representative materials that 
reflect the lives of ordinary people, bu t even these archives cannot hope 
to build comprehensive collections for every individual who might like 
to donate his or her papers and memorabilia. There are 100 many people 
and far too little archival space to go around. 

11 is not an abs tract exercise when archivi slS favor donations they think 
investigators will actually use. They have in mind the l1esh-and-blood 
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people who come to archives year after year to consult archival collec
tions . Those researchers hail typically from the hu manities , not the social 
sciences, with the result that the content of archival collections is often 
biased away from the typical research interests of, for example, sociolo
gists or economists. All things equal, archives more readily accept the 
papers of poets, novelists, and historians than those of professionals in 
other disciplines. Nonetheless, the papers of many social scientists can be 
found in archives, typically in those maintained by colleges and univer
sities, simply because academic organizations are willing to accept the 
papers of their own faculty members and those of particularly successful 
alumni . The interests of the organization that sponsors and pays for an 
archive playa consequential role in determining what gets saved in 
archives. In some cases, archives are little more than depositories for 
official organizational records that bureaucrats use in the course of an 
organization's day-to-day business. The pojnt is that archivists' prefer
ences and prejudices, combined with organizational goals and directives, 
work toward the archival preservation of certain kinds of materials rather 
than others during tertiary sedimentation. 

THE ARCHIVIST'S SENSE OF ORDER 

When an individual's papers arrive at an archive for deposition , the 
materials are frequently in disarray (think of the state of your own desk 
drawers, or the boxes of "stuff' in your attic or basement!). Archivists 
must sort through the material and arrange it for public use. Each donation 
is usually designated as a "collection" identified by the name of the person 
who wrote or collected the bulk of the papers in the donation. Typically, 
within a collection, curators group like materials with like, that is, letters 
with letters, lecture notes with lecture notes, book manuscripts with 
book manuscripts, scrapbooks with scrapbooks, and so forth. Within these 
broad categories, or series, however, materials are typically arranged 
ch ronologically. The prevalence of chronological schemes in part reflects 
the kinds of questions that historians and other humanists have tradition
ally asked when using archival materials. The way in which materials in 
collections are organized by archivists is consequential for the researchers 
who use archives , as we shall see in subsequent chapters . 

In brief, archivists typically arrange correspondence by date rather than 
by subject matter or correspondent. Thus. for example, an archival box 

might contain a writer's letters from 1939 in 12 folders , one folder for 
each month of the year. Within each folder, letters are usually arranged 
sequentially by day of the month. Thus, a writer 's personal filing system 
is often obliterated. For example, a group of letters from a friend that an 
individual kept in a special file are now separated, interfiled chronologi
cally with dentist's bills , manuscript reviews, travel authorizations, and 
birthday cards. Once archiv ists impose a new, chronological order, they 
intend that their chronologies be maintained . 

There are, of course, any number of possible exceptions to the general 
chronological scheme. For example, a subsequent, large donation of addi
tional letters by the same writer for the same year might be appended to 
the collection in an addendum, leaving the initial archival arrangement 
undisturbed. Some writers put carbon copies of their outgoing letters in 
bound "letter books," and curators typically keep these intact-{)ften in a 
separate series within a collection. In many collections, outgoing and 
incoming letters are interfiled; in others they are maintained in separate 
chronological series. 

Nonmanuscript items in a donation are sometimes severed from the 
main collection and separately arranged. Family photographs are often 
sent to photograph collections in a different department within the ar
chive. So, too, paintings, sound recordings , videotapes, motion pictures, 
and so on may be assigned separate locations. If a scholar's Ii brary is 
preserved intact, the volumes are likely rearranged, perhaps by author, 
and not grouped on shelves as the scholar would have done herself. When 
the formal processing of new collections is finally complete, the materials 
may indeed rest in archival configurations that would be -foreign or 
puzzling to the peopJe w'ho originally created or kept them. 

Thus, through the processes of primary, secondary, and tertiary sedi
men tation, materials come to rest in boxes and file folders, on shelves and 
in vaults behind the locked doors ofarchival repositories . These materials 
are archival sediment, residual traces ofhuman acti vi ty. They are selective 
traces, however, fil tered by the combined imprint of personal machina
tions and idiosyncrasies, fami ly sensibilities, professional envy and col
legial admiration, organizational mandates, bureaucratic decisions, archi
val traditions, social structure, power, wealth, and institutional inertia. 
From such traces, we seek data from which to make sense of individuals, 
organjzations, social movements, and sociohistorical settings. 
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NOTES 

I. Letler, Pound to Sayre, 31 October 1948. Paul Sayre Collection. University of Iowa 
Archives, Iowa City, Iowa. 

2. Letler, Gresham M. Sykes to Aero Mayflower Transit Company. 16 October 1963. 
Papers of the American Sociological Association. Manuscript Division. Library of Congress. 
Washington. DC. 

3. Finding aid to the Ida B. Wells-Barnett Papers, Special Collections, Joseph Regenstein 
Library, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL. Wells-Barnett published numerous articles in 
Afro-American newspapers that were neither microfilmed nor in libraries. 

4. Personal communication . 
5. In such situations, donors usually place restrictions on who may examine the collection 

while the donor is still alive. Thus, in the case at hand, one needed to obtain Mr. Janowitz 's 
written permission before access could be granted by the University of Chicago archivist. 

6. For the details of this case, see Morris's editorial preface in Mead (1934, v-vii). 
7. The deposition of Russian social scientist and Harvard sociologist Pitirim Sorokin 's 

. ' � papers in a Canadian archive in Saskatchewan illustrates just how far afield a scholar's papers 
can go. 

3. STRUCTUR E, CON TROL, AND T ECHNOLOG Y 

The structural characteristics of archives set them sharply apart from most 
libraries even though archival repositories usually share superficial re
semblances to the latter. It behooves novice investigators having experi 
ence only with library research to prepare mentally for a radically new set 
of protocols. You must learn to work productively within a very different 
set of structural constraints. The cold reality, which is taken lightly only 
at your. peril, is that archival curators wield considerable power ove{thc 
materials in their charge. The major structural issues include: (a) access 
to materials , (b) the uniqueness of archival materials, (c) the noncircula
tion of materials, (d) property rights , and (e) the "closed Slacks" organi
zation of archival repositories. Recent developments in computer, micro
form, and photocopy technologies, however, pose interesting questions 
concerning the future import of these structural issues. 

Access to Arcbives 

Physical access to archival repositories is restricted, someti mes very 
tightly. Gaining physical entry to an archive is an obvious but fu ndamen
tally necessary prerequisite for serious and sustained archival research. 
Permission 10 enter an archive is either prearranged and later confirmed 

upon arrival, or is granted outright during the orientation interview (Chap
ter 5) . Curators, who are rightly concerned about theft , vandalism, and 
needless wear and tear on irreplaceable materials, can-and sometimes do 
-deny entry. The crucial point is that access to archival repositories is 

not guaranteed. 
By contrast, entry to Li braries may not be automatic, but the conse

quences are usually less severe. A few university research libraries, for 
example, limit entrance to their own faculty, students, and alumni . It is 
unlikely, however, that any given library has the only copy of a particular 
book. If permission to use a specific library is denied, you can go to 
comparable li braries to fi nd other copies of the books you want. Even rare 
or obscure books can usually be obtained, if only in microform versions, 

via interlibrary loans. 
If entry to an archive is denied, by contrast, your proposed project may 

be seriously injured and perhaps ended. There is likely no alternative 
archive having identical materials. Happily, because academics and ad
vanced graduate students already possess demonstrable institutional le
gitimation, most readers of this book will gain archival entry with relative 
ease. Undergraduate students, independent scholars, and persons with tenu
ous institutional affiliations, however, may have more difficulty and 
should arrange for letters of introduction prior to archival visits. I Students 
may be asked to produce a letter from a sponsoring faculty member. 

The range of strictures varies widely. In small archives, entry often 
depends on the mood, whim, and schedule of the appointed curator. In 
larger archives, bureaucratic entrance requirements are more formal and 
are rigidly enforced. Archives main tained by public and some semipublic 
entities are typically less restrictive and are essentiaIly open to the public. 
Admi ssion to local historical society archives sometimes requires nothing 
more than signing a guest register. Applicants to archives should, however, 
always be prepared to produce at least one photo ID, such as a driver's 
license, current student identification card, or a valid passport. It is pru
dent to contact an archive beforehand to determine how best to meet the 

archive's entrance requirements. 
Gaining admission is sometimes only the first step . Archival materi als 

are usually grouped together in any number of collections within an 
archive. The next task may be to gain permission to use materials in 
particular collections. In some high ly restrictive archives, access to each 
colleclion must be separately negotiated, typicaIly during the orientation 
interview or in subsequent interviews. Even in relatively open arch ives, 
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reduces errors introduced through note taking. Photocopy enlargements 
and contrast control can retrieve faint or fading images from original 
documents. Compared to the cost of fil ming an entire collection, photo
copies are produced inexpensively "on demand" at the request of re
searchers. Investment in photocopies secures a relevant set of archival 
documents with which to later work at one's leisure.s Archives vary 
considerably, however, as to procedures for requesting and making pho
tocopies and in the amount of photocopying pennilled.6 

Structural constraints on archival research have been ameliorated in 
recent years by advances in technological development, but only modestly 
so. Overall access to needed archival deposits remains firmly under the 
supervision and control of professional archivists. It is difficult to over
estimate the central role of archivists and their structural prerogatives in 
the success or failure of archivally based sociohistorical research projects . 
The first steps to archival success, however, typically start long before 
making a trip to a repository. Veteran investigators avoid a lot of frustra
tion by first developing and implementing preliminary archival search 
strategies appropriate to their research questions. 

NOTES 

I. If required, letters of introduction from recognized scholars in your field of inquiry. the 
administrator of a local historical society, or faculty members at a local college or university 
should do the trick. Such leiters should attest to your valid need to use the archive in question 
and request all possible assistance from the archive in helping you achieve your research goals. 
. · 2. When available,access during evening hours or weekends often depends on having 

made fonnal application for admission during the archive's regular weekday bus.iness hours. 
3. Many scholars on limited budgets combine archiving trips with other travel when possible, 

including travel to professional meetings. vacations, and so forth. Small travel grants are 
available to students and faculty at many colleges. Graduate students should check specifi
cally for dissertation travel grants . The National Endowment for the Humanities currently 
provides small grants to academics and independent scholars for travel to archives. Check 
with your university's grants and contracts office for additional funding sources. 

4. Donors of personal library collections are sometimes able to stipulate that the collec
tions will be maintained ensemble or under lock and key, but librarians tend to resist such 
stipulations and sometimes ignore them after the donor's death. 

5. Charges for photocopies typically range from 10 to 25 cents per page, and in one 
instance as much as $1.00 per copy. Thus, individual photocopies are inex.pensive, but 
copying hundreds of pages can be costly. 

6. Some archives permit self-service copying. but permission to copy must still be obtained 
from the archivist. Some archives limit researchers to as few as 50 copies total. while others 
impose virtually no limit. 

4. GETTING STARTED:"TARGETS" AND "TOO L K ITS" 

This chapter outlines the systematic preparations that are fundamental to 
efficient, productive searches for archival deposits. The focal point of this 
groundwork is a constant emphasis on the importance of names in archival 
organization and discovery. A primary, name-oriented search strategy is 
advanced here, supplemented by two alternative approaches (topical 
searches and local searches) for starting archival projects. Systematic 
preliminaries include: (a) selecting and naming a search "target" and (b) 
compiling three sets of auxiliary "tool kits": review bibliographies , master 
biography files, and master name lists. Taken together, the contents of these 
tool kits significantly increase your odds of locating potentially usefu l 
archival deposits. 

Names and Archival Research: Naming a Target 

When archivists ask, "What specifically are you looking for?" during 
orientation interviews (Chapter 5), they expect you to present a list of 
names in reply. The proper names of people and organizations are guiding 
elements in the social construction of most archival collections. This 
situation derives from the historian's traditional interest in specific indi
viduals and their accomplishments. Sociobiographical projects, in particular, 
are thus well suited to name-oriented searches . for archival materials~_ . 
There are many prominent social scientists, government agencies, profes
sional societies, academic organizations, and formal associations for 
whom the name-oriented strategy is especially appropriate. Even if your 
research program is fundamentally topical rather than biographical, 
note carefully that archival practice is heavily biased in favor of your 
knowing specific names of persons and/or organizations associated with 
your topical theme. 

For example, assume you plan to document the collective professional 
history of criminologists, nurses, or social workers. To quickly locate 
useful repositories, you would need a list of specific people and organi
zations associated with the origins and subsequent development of the 
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professional group you choose to study. Similarly, if your interest is in 
labor movements, progressive politics, or social change during the Great 
Depression, you need to know the names of speci fi c people and organi
zations directly in vo lved in those sociohistorical phenomen a. The 
operational point is this: It is in concrete documents-linked by names 
through archival directories, finding aids, and archival indexes to specific 
archival collections-that you will discover archived data fo r sociohistor
ical analysis. 

The premise here is that you have already identified and chosen (or your 
instructor has assigned!) a named target (e.g., a specific person, organi
zation, or social movement) to study archivally. I The target you select 
focuses the compilation of your archival tool kits and guides your search 
for repositories. Keep in mind, however, that it is not unusual to shift focus 
as a project unfolds, thus expanding the search process to any number of 
new targets. For the sake of clarity, the following discussion assumes a 
single archival target. Knowing the proper name of your target and learning 
the proper names of individuals and organizations associated with your 
target is the key to building your tool kits and identifying archives that 
you should visit. The process for learning this matrix of names begins 
with bibliographical and biographical work in your local library. 

Compiling Archival Tool Kits 

Having identified a named target as a focus, you are ready to compile 
three archival tool kits that will stand in ready service throughout your 
archival project. The contents of each tool ki t typically expand throughout 
the life of a project and s~rve a variety of purposes. The master name list, 
however, is crucial to the name-oriented search strategy for locating 
archival collections. In tum, the master name list derives from your compi
lation of the master bibliography and a master biography file. 

MASTER BIBLIOGRA PHY 

The first step in archival research is a standard literature review.2 Check 
the National Union Catalog and Dissertation Abstracts Internationa t' fo r 
major published studies about your target.3 Relevant periodical indexes 
and abs tracts should also be searched for authoritative articles.4 Record 
the bibliographic information fo r each relevant reference on index cards 
or in a computer file. This file is your master bibliography. It will be invalu 
ab le when you draft the final bibliography for your paper, dissertation. or 

book. In the meanti me, your master bibliography leads you to publi 
cati ons that (a) help direct and shape your research project, (b) provide 
historical data for your master biography file , and (c) equip you with 
ready-made lists of names for your master name list. 

It is useful to know what other researchers have al ready discovered, if 
anything, about your archival target. Discovering a good published study 
about your target often saves a lot of groundwork. In fact, after reviewing 
the major studies lis ted in your master bibliography, you may decide that 
the archival work you planned to undertake has already been covered 
satisfactorily by other scholars. On the other hand, the published literature 
is more likely to suggest holes to plug, new questions to answer, or old 
puzzles to reexamine. A literature review should also produce many basic 
facts for your master biography file (discussed in next section). In addi
tion, the footnotes, acknowledgments, and bibliographies in scholarly publi
cations often identify rich, pertinent archival deposits and may refer you to 
obscure published works you might have missed in your literature search . 

Pragmatically, the name index in a germane scholarly monograph often 
provides a core list of people and organizations associated with your 
target. These names should be identified and entered in your master name 
list (discussed later in this chapter). Unless the monograph was written 
by an astute social scientist, however, it is unlikely that it provides a 
comprehensive list of your target's professional, organizational, and in
tellectual contacts in the social sciences. 

If you plan to write your target's intellectual biography, this is a good 
lime to assemble a comprehensive bibliography of your target's published 
works. It may be pointless to continue such a project if you cannot identify 
a significant body of work written by your target. Note that scholarly 
monographs about social scientists often contain detailed bibliographies 
of a target's works, but the entries may be "selected" and should therefore 
be verified for accuracy and inclusiveness. A conventional bibliographic 
search should be executed "from scratch" to locate as many of your target's 
works as possible . Scan the standard sources, including the National 
Union Catalog, Social Sciences Citation Index, Sociological Abstracts, 
and other discipl inary-specific abstracts.s 

Relatively recent bibliographic aids, however, li ke Sociological Abstracts 
(begun in 1952) and Social Sciences Citation Index (begun in 1972), are 
inadequate for locating journal articles written by early social scientists . 
If you are hunting for works written during the founding eras o f the social 
science disciplines, turn first to aids like the Combined Retrospective 
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Index Set to Journals in Sociology, 1895-1974; the Combined Retrospec
tive Index Set to Journals in History, 1838-1974; and the Combined Retro
spective Index to Journals in Political Science, 1886-1974, but use caution. 
For example, the 1895-1935 index to the American Journal ofSociology 
lists seven items written by former American Sociological Society presi
dent George Elliott Howard, but five of the seven are not listed in the 
Combined Retrospective Index Set to Journals in Sociology. To conduct 
a comprehensi ve search, inspect firsthand all journals in which your target 
may have published.6 For early essays published in less specialized journals, 
consult the Cumulative Author Indexfor Poole's Index to Periodical Litera
ture, 1802-1906; the Nineteenth Century Readers' Guide to Periodical 
Literature, 1890-1899; and the early volumes of the International Index 
to Periodicals (now the Social Science Index). You stand a good chance 
of locating the contemporary critical reception of your target's published 
works in the Combined Retrospective Index to Book Reviews in Scholarly 

" d � Journals, 1886-1974.1 Add the names of your target's reviewers to your
I:" , master name list. 

MASTER BIOGRAPHY FILE 

Your master biography file is a "who's who"-style data bank on the 

"! �
target of your archival investigation. As you proceed further in your study, 
you will add information on other key figures. During the "getting started" 
stage, however, keep the compilation of your master biography file focused 
sharply on your initial target. You can immediately construct a provisional 
summary sketch of your target's career based on your file and, more impor

.1 
I � tantly, your master biography file is the direct input for generating the 

all-important master name list. 

If your target is a person who made almost any kind of a mark in the 
world, you will be able to fi nd out something about his or her career by 
using an array of biographical dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other compi
lations, to which BioBase8 and the Biography and Genealogy Master Index 
are excellent indexes. These specialized reference sources are available in 
most research libraries. An especially helpful biographical source is the 
National Cyclopaa:dia of American Biography.9 Other valuable sources 
include the Dictionary ofAmerican Biography; Who Was Who in America; 
Notable American Women; American Women Writers; American Men and 
Women of Science-The Social and Behavioral Sciences; In ternational 
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences; Contemporary Authors; and the 

forthcoming American National Biography. Local "who's who" compila
tions that might escape inclusion in BioBase should also be consulted, as 
should obituary notices in professional journals and relevant local news
papers. For persons of national stature, the New York Times Index points 
to useful obituaries. State and local historical societies may offer indexes 
to obituaries in local newspapers. 

Ifyour named target is a formal organization, social movement, or some 
other social phenomenon, a variety of historical reference aids should be 
checked now if they were not canvassed during your literature search. 
Useful titles include: Historical Abstracts; America: History and Life; and 
the Combined Retrospective Index to Journals in History, 1838-1974. Con
sult Sheehy (1986) and confer with your reference librarian about addi
tional historical and biographical aids, especially if your target was a foreign 
national or non-U.S. social phenomenon. 

Collect the biographical accounts you discover in a special file folder 
marked "Master Biography File" and take them with you on archiving 
trips. Most entries in the biographical aids listed above are brief, from a 
single paragraph to, at most, a few pages. Do not let the brevity fool you, 
because even very short entries, such as those in Who Was Who ill America, 
often add a new and useful nugget of information. Make photocopies of 
each entry (and, as you may want to cite them later, be sure to jot down 
complete bibliographic references). 

The preliminary biographical information you have collected, together 
with any information gathered during your literature review, enables you, 
if you so elect, to write a summary sketch of your target's career. Life 
history sketches can, ofcourse, be written for organizations, social move
ments, and individuals alike. Your provisional sketch briefly outlines what 
you know about your target up to this point. Such sketches are often integral 
elements in grant applications and dissertation proposals. To orient archi
vists to the identity, life, and accomplishments of your farget, you can 
enclose a copy of your sketch when you write to archivists about the 
potential relevance of various collections for your project. 

It is not mandatory that you compose a biographical sketch of your 
target, but many researchers find that doing so helps orient the ir sub
sequent work. Composing a concise sketch fo rces you to identify life 
situations and events that you consider important, and gives you an early 
opportunity to recognize lacunae in your understanding of your target. 
Deegan's (I 988b ) primer on locating biograph ical data about women 
sociologis ts and the essays in Deegan's (1991) Women in Sociology and 
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Gacs, Khan, McIntyre, and Weinberg's (1988) Women Anthropologists are 
excellent exemplars ofwhat one can accomplish, and the kinds of sketches 
you can write, based on library research using BioBase and published 
sources. \0 

MASTER NAME LIST 

The master name list is the key to locating archi val deposits in a 
name-oriented archival search strategy. Your name list is , in a sense, the 
cast of characters in an unfolding archival drama. A comprehensive lis t 
includes understudies as well as principal actors. You will add many new 
players to the list as your archival work progresses. Some names will play 
surprisingly minor roles ; others will give unexpectedly rich perform
ances. Your list will have several uses, but its first purpose is to help you 
search for relevant archives. Keep your name list on index cards, one name 
to a card, or in an alphabetically arranged computer file. 

To compile your list, scan the biographical data you have collected and 
list all the proper names you find . II List the names of individuals who 
obviously knew your target, such as family members , friends , and profes
sional colleagues. Look for names of parents, siblings, spouses, children, 
in -laws, and famous relatives ; list names of mentors, close friends , and 
known professional associates . Next, collect the names of businesses, 
agencies, and political, social, and professional organizations in which the 
target worked , volunteered, held membership, participated , or simply 
frequented . Note the names of communities in which your target lived and 
worked ; gather names, dates, and locations of schools attended. Note, too, 
that writers who have published scholarly studies or biographies about 
your target may have archival deposits of their own that contain unused, 
unpublished materials that will be valuable to your study.12 Add the names 
of major biographers to your master name list. 

Identify your target comprehensively in terms of alternate names by 
which he or she was known (i .e., birth name, married names, pseudonyms, 
legal name changes, etc.). Note also that organizations sometimes change 
their names . For example, the American Sociological Associ ation (ASA) 
was formerly the American Sociological Society (ASS) . Pay particular 
attention to changes in the married names of female targets,13 but male 
names can also be problematic. For example, the well -known jurist 
Roscoe Pound was born Nathan Roscoe Pound. Although he never used 
Nathan as an adult, Pound's archival papers at the Nebraska State Histori 

cal Society are nonetheless filed under his birth name. Idiosyncrasy no 
doubt plays a part in such matters . For examp le, when checking the full 
names that male faculty members used on their doctoral dissertations, I 
found recently that 8 of 12 men in one social science department now use 
significantly altered names . Immigrants who Americanize their names 
pro vide another common source of naming complexity. 

When your target is a named organization or social movement, assem
ble a provisional list of leaders and other participants , and collect the 
names of other groups, agencies , or associations having interorganiza
tional ties, overlapping memberships, or shared objectives with your target 
organi zation. 

Your master name list will have many handy uses throughout your 
research project. For example, variant spellings of a target's name may be 
the key that locates an otherwise hidden archival deposit or that later helps 
you correctly attribute early publications or organization memberships. 
Remember, too, that computerized searches require precise spelling, and 
the computer listing you want may be tucked away under a variant spelling, 
a maiden name, or a married woman's husband's name, for example. 

During the orientation interview (Chapter 5), when the archivist asks, 
"What specifically are you looking for?" your name list helps you frame 
a knowledgeable reply. For example (substituting real names for the 
hypothetical letters) , " I would like to see any collections related to the life 
and work of X; the family, friends , and colleagues of X, specifically A, 
H, S, and P; and the organ izations in which X is known to have partici
pated, specifically Rand w." 

When you later consult find ing aids (Chapter 6) for specific archival 
collections, you will be able to assess more quickly whether a collection 
likely holds many Or few documents related to people who knew your 
target. Your name list wi ll also be helpful when you read archival docu
ments. If, for example, you read a letter from "John" to "Mary" that 
discusses the recent illness of "cousin Wi lliam," your name list and your 
biographical file will help you sort out "who's who" in such domestic 
dramas. Your task at this poi nt, however, is to use your master name list 
to locate potenti ally useful archival repos itories . 

The Name-Oriented Search for Archival Collections 

A major puzzle in archi val research is how to fi nd archives and collec
tions useful to your investigation. There is no surefire solution to this 
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problem, and success depends on a combination of system, persistence, 
and serendipity. This situation is compounded by the real ity that one does 
not always know, in specific terms, where an archival project will ultimately 
lead . Armed with your master name list, however, locating the archives 
that most likely contain relevant materials is a straightforward task. 

Ideally, your initial target donated personal and professional papers to 
a major archive where they were accepted and carefully processed for 
research use. To locate such deposits, look under your target's name in the 
National Union Catalog of Manuscript Coliections. 14 This major source 
is published in several volumes, with supplements, by the Library of Con
gress and is available in most research libraries . Using the Catalog is 
greatly facilitated by first looking up target names in Altham, Godfrey, 
Mahan, and Rice's (1988) Index to Personal Names in the National Union 
Catalog ofManuscript Collections, 1959-1984. In addition , ask your refer
ence librarian how to gain access to the Research Libraries Information Net
work (RUN). RUN is a useful on-line service that permits users to search 
for relevant archives by entering target names at a computer terminal. 15 

The result of your search, if you are fortunate, are descriptions of specific, 
potentially relevant archival collections. The National Union Catalog of 
Manuscript Collections tells you the size of the collection(s)-in linear 
or cubic feet of material-and the name(s) of the archive(s) where your 
target's collection(s) is(are) housed. Once a specific collection in a given 
archive is identified, the next step is to learn more about the archive itself 
by looking in the Directory of Archives and Manuscript Repositories 
in the United States (National Historical Publications and Records Com
mission, 1988). Here, you obtain the address and telephone number of the 
archive as well as other usefu l information, such as days and hours of oper
ation, special restrictions (if any) on admission, and the titles of published 
guides to the archive's colleclions. 16 You can veri fy the currency of 
addresses , telephone numbers, and names of archivists in the most recent 
edition of the Directory ofSpecial Libraries and Information Centers. 

Ideally, your search nets you a major deposition of papers donated by 
your target (a primary sedimentation). More likely, however, the National 
Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections directs you via your target's 
name to papers in someone else's collection (i.e., a secondary sedimenta
tion relative to your target). You might learn, for example, that anthro
pologist Margaret Mead's papers at the Library of Congress contain 
several letters to or from your target. 

Note carefully, however, that most sizable collections contain letters 
and documents to, from, or about people, organizations, and topics that 
are not indexed in RUN or the National Union Catalog of Manuscript 
Collections. Unless your target was especially famous or well known, 
RU N and the National Union Catalog ofManuscript Collections may not 
lead you to usefu l archival materials via your target's name.17 If this case 
fits your situation, your option at this point is to identify archival collec
tions in which there is a high but not certain probabi lity of finding papers 
to, from, or about your target. 

Where might there be papers and materials relevant to your target? Your 
best guess is the secondary sedimentations of people and organizations 
associated with your target. To identify these collections, use the names 
in your master name list to search RUN or the National Union Catalog 
ofManuscript Collections for large archival deposits of people and organi
zations associated with your target. You may find several possibilities, : 
and the problem is that you have no way to know if the collections actually 
contain materials pertaining to your target. 

Sad to say, in cases where indexing is superficial or nonexistent, there 
is no sound alternative but to visit potentially relevant archives and read 
diligently through likely collections in the hope of finding pertinent 
documents . Prioritize these collections in terms of potential payoff. Large 
collections are better bets than smaller collections, all things equal. The 
collections of large organizations and well-known people are more likely 
to have detailed finding aids (Chapter 6). People closest to your target and 
organizations in which your target participated for many years are better 
gambles than distant relati ves or transient associations. 

Use common sense when reading descriptions of archi val collections. 
For example, suppose that Professor Alvin Johnson was a close associate 
of your target fro m 19 14 to 1956, and that your search of the National 
Union Catalog ofManuscript Collections leads you to an archival deposit 
described as having Johnson 's correspondence for 1906-1911. Because 
the years do not overlap, the Johnson deposit you identified has a low 
probability of being fruitful for your purposes. 

Also consider adding people and organizations to your master na me list 
that have, at this point, logical rather than documented relationships to 
your target. For example, assume that you know from your master biog
raphy fil e that your target was an early social scientist at the Uni versity 
of Chicago. Your master biography fi le might not indicate that your target 
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was a close colleague of the first chairperson of the Department of 
Sociology at the Universi ty of Chicago, but it makes logical sense that 
he or she might have been . Thus, documents concerning you r target 
might reside in the archi val papers of that sociology chairperson, Albion 
Woodbury Small, even if the NationaL Union CataLog ofManuscript CoLLec
tions does not specifically say so. 

When searching for secondary archival deposits, be doubly sure to 
include the names of formal organizations in your systematic probe. Be 
especially alert for official records of organizations with which the target 
was closely affiliated. Informative materials may surface in the collec
tions of organization officers, including: membership lists, attendance 
lists: ~gendas, official programs, newsletters, committee reports, election 
files, minutes of executive meetings, award nominations, confidential 
memos, and other correspondence. A telephone call to the national head
quarters of extant associations should quickly reveal the location of an 
association's archives, if any. 

Similarly, the archived records of companies, agencies, schools, and other 
formal organizations in which the target worked professionally are likely 
to include evidentiary traces that range from mundane directory informa
tion all the way to the target's correspondence and case records, official 
memos, lecture notes, and promotion file . Presidents' papers at colleges 
and universities are usually filled with documents relating to faculty mem
bers. Many university archives maintain useful biographical files on past 
professors even if the archives have retained few of their past academics' 
personal papers per se. 

Alternate Search Strategies 

For cases in which a target's name is not known, or you are unable to 
establish the names of people associaled with a particular social phenome
non , two alternativeresearch strategies are possible: topical searches and 
local archive searches. To begin a topical search, you start not with the 
names of specific individuals but with topical categories, such as: women 
writers , Russian German immigrants, Army nurses, labor union officials , 
and so forth. The Directory of Archives and Manuscript Repositories in 
the United States (National Historical Publications and Records Commis
sion, 1988) includes a topic index that identi fies archives in terms of topical 
specializations, but thi s index should be used with caution. For example, 
the Directory lists literally hundreds of archives that claim archival collec

tions on the general topic of women . Such a list is not sufficiently fine 
grained to be of much practical help. Simultaneously, the Directory lists 
only two archives claiming collections related to sociology, and thereby 
seriously underreports the number of deposits relevant to this broad social 
science topic. 

Locat ing a topical archive appropriate to your interests may require 
collegial networking. A few telephone calls or letters to scholars who 
specialize in the history of a given topic area may produce a list of recom
mended archives. IS With luck, a topical archive may have caches of 
letters, diaries , and other documents from which insightful sociobio
graphical accounts can be construoted that explore a social movement or 
an insti tutional sphere of interest to the researcher. But just because you 
find a relevant topical collection, do not neglect the name-oriented strat
egy. For example, if you are interested in the playground movement, it 
behooves you to explore the personal papers of the many people, such as 
Jane Addams or George Herbert Mead , who were active leaders or social 
theoreticians in the crusade for more and better playgrounds. 

The second alternative, a local search, is simply to make use of mate
rials that are close at hand. The results can be surprising. For example, 

. my research (Hill, 1988a; Hill & Deegan, 1991) on Hattie Plum Williams 
(the first American woman to chair a coeducational doctoral degree granting 
program in sociology and poli tical science) began with my reading her 
files at the local state historical society while looking for data on another 
topic (see Appendix). Due to the heavy travel costs typically associated 
with archival research, this strategy makes especially good sense for the 
novice researcher. Close to home, you can "learn the ropes" of archival 
procedures at your leisure without drain ing your savings account. 

Students starting their first arch ival project should seriously consider 
the local archive strategy. Contact the archivis t at your college or univer
sity and explain that you would like to undertake a modest archival 
r esearch project. 19 Ask the archi vist or your instructor to suggest a fe w 
topics related to the history of your school or your major department. You 
might, for e"ample, begin by documenting a particular social science 
professor's activ ities and accomplishments from 1900 to 19 10. Or you 
might document the social aspects of football during the 1930s. Or you 
might explore the polit ical positions advocated by social science profes
sors at campus rallies, at faculty meetings, and in campus newspapers 
during World War 1. The possibilities are endless; they depend o nly on 
your imagination and your local resources. A crucial point, however, is to 
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keep the project modest in scope so you do not get bogged down in more 
detail than you can handle. 

Tbe geographical arrangement of the Directory of Archives and Manu
script Repositories in the United States (National Historical Publications 
and Records Commission, 1988) lists the names of tbe major archival 
repositories in your local area. The pragmatic formula is: Choose a conven
ient archive and let its holdings dictate your research project. With luck, 
a nearby archive will have a collection of at least one person's papers that 
are fully suitable for sociobiographical purposes. Other collections will 
surely contain materials that can usefully illuminate tbe institut ional 
fabric and social history of the region in which the researcher lives, works, 
and writes. 

Contacts to Make Before You Visit an Archive 

With the possible exception of local archives, it is very important to 
contact a curator at any archive before you make the actual trip . This 
precaution pays dividends in averted frustrations and time and money 
saved. Make a call or write a letter of introduction in which you succinctly 
outline your project and express your interest in particular collections. 
Ask the archivist to estimate the number of items in the collection that 
relate directly to your target or topic, and ask whether the specified collec
tions are open to you . Inquire if copies of relevant finding aids can be 
obtained for you to study prior to your trip. If you know the tentative dates 
for your planned visit, ask if your plans are convenient. Inquire whether 
the curator knows of any related collections that might be useful. If asked, 
many curators will provide lodging suggestions. The typical response is 
a brief letter from the archivist stating his or her assessment of the 
relevance of the collection(s) to your project, together with an invitation 
to visit. 

In deciding whether to spend your money visiting a distant archive, 
consider obtaining expert advice beyond that provided by archivists per 
se. lf you discovered published works on your target during your li terature 
review, check the footnotes and bibliographies for assessments of poten
tially relevant archives. It may be useful to contact established scholars 
and ask their guidance, remembering that they may steer you away from 
materials they are "saving" for themselves and may, if you give too much 
away, beat you to the archive and "steal your thunder" when you inno
cently let a truly super research idea too soon out of the bag. Archiv ists 
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can usually provide the names of one or two scholars who have already 
read particular collections, and it may benefit you to confer with tile latter. 
Such scholars may be able to respond to direct ques tions, such as, "Do 
you recall any letters to, from, or about Mary Richards in the collection?" 
Be alert, however, to disciplinary differences and biases when weighing 
another's overall assessment of a collection.20 

Pragmatically, let me emphasize that archival research is very often a 
self-financed labor of love. Principal expenditures are due to the cost of 
travel and photocopies. There are small grant programs for archival research, 
but taking the time to complete applications for small grants can be more 
bother than benefit-and humanities scholars on grant committees are 
sometimes chary about including social scientists in the distribution of 
already scarce funds . Self-financing your research avoids placing you in 
debt to benefactors and lets you set your own research agenda and timetable. 

111 

Archival research trips can take you to delightful cities, quaint university .1 .
towns, and foreign countries. With planning, good tax advice, and a briefcase 
full of receipts, your travel costs may be tax-deductible as professional ~ ; i 

':iexpenses (a happy result that requires no grant proposals and may be just 
as remunerative) . 

..'" 

NOTES 
p' 

I . The term target is used here to avoid confusion between subjec t, topic, and librarians' ,"'i .. 

technical use of the term subject heading. 
2. For a useful introduction to the formal literature review process in the social sciences, 

consult Bart and Frankel (1981) or any of the e;l:cellent, discipline-specific guides recommended 
..I 

by Sheehy (1 986). 
3. You can search an updated version of the National Union Catalog on-line through 

OCLC, and Dissertation Abstracts International can be searched on -line and on CD-ROM. 

Check with your local reference librarian for assistance. 
4 . For a list of di scipline-specific abstracts and periodical inde;l:es, consult Sheehy (1986). 
5. See Sheehy (1986) for specific sugges tions. 
6 . Sociologi.s ts, in particular, should scour the early volumes of the Papers and Proceed

ings of the American Sociological Society. Some articles were reprinted in the American 
Journal of Sociology, but others were no!. The Papers alld Proceedill gs also include early 

ASS membership rosters and ASS commillee re ports. 
7. As more than a few early social scient ists allracted interest in the humani lies, it is 

sometimes worthwhile to check the Combilled Retrospective Index to Book Re views in 

Humanities Journals. 1802-1974. 
8. BioBase is available on microfi che in many libraries. 

http:collection.20
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9. A one-volume Index to the National Cyclopredia of American Biography was pub
lished in 1984, which makes it a snap to find biographies in this otherwise overwhelming 
resource. 

10. Greenwood Press of Westport, Connecticut, is currently publishing a large number of 
biographical dictionaries having considerable relevance to the social sciences. 

II. Hint: Annotate each listing with brief identifying comments, such as "second cousin," 
"paternal uncle," "brother-in-law," "anthropology professor at Harvard, colleague, and co
author," "employer, 1892- 1895," and so forth. 

12. For eltample, the Luther L. Bernard Papers at Pennsylvania State University contain 
many letters and documents that Bernard solicited and collected for use in his writings about 
the history and development of sociology. 

\3. For an instructive account of a woman who worked professionally under many different 
names as a result of marriage and divorce, see Deegan's (1991, pp. 100-109) biography of Mary 
Elizabeth Burroughs Roberts Smith Coolidge. 

14. Do not confuse the National Union Catalog, the printed book catalog of the Library 
of Congress, with the National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections . 

15. If your reference librarian is unfamiliar with RUN , suggest consulting the Informa
tion Industry Directory (1992), Vol I, p. 1087. 

16. For example, the Holdings List of the U.S. National Archives and Records Admini
stration (Davis, 1988) orients you to the myriad collections in the U.S. National Archives in 
Washington, D.C. Such guides, when available, may tell you about related collections that 
may be useful to your project. 

17. You may come up empty-handed because your target's papers have been donated to 
an archive but not yet processed. Some archives have huge backlogs. A few archives permit 
researchers to comb through boxes of unprocessed materials; others do not. If you suspect 
that your target's papers are in limbo somewhere between donation and formal processing, 
gamble on writing lellers of inquiry to a few likely repositories. Surviving relatives, if you 
can locate them, may also know where an unprocessed cache of papers is hiding. Searching 
through unprocessed material can be extremely time-consuming and should be contemplated 
only if you have extraordinary patience, a well-developed sense of archival intuition, and the 

luck of the leprechauns. 
18. You will have identified the leading scholars in your background literature search. To 

obtain addresses, check the National Faculty Directory or write to the author in care of the 
applicable publisher. Publishers' addresses are found in the current edition of Books in Print. 

19. College and university instructors who plan to assign student projects that require 
archival research should first contact their local archive 10 discuss the assignment and its 
potential for overloading the resources of the archive and its archivist. The archivist may 
want to explain the house rules to all of your students at one time, may want students to 
consolidate projects to reduce the number of collections involved, may want to limit the number 
of students who use the archive at anyone time, and so on . It is s imply prudent, and good 
manners , to coordinate your teaching plans with local archivists. 

20. I once consulted a prominent scholar who assured me that I would find "very little" 

in a collection that turned out to be a gold mine from a sociol ogist' s poi nt of view. If your 
work is innovative, archivists and other scholars may tell you your project is unrealistic 
principally because they lack your perspective. 

5. ORIENTATION INTERVIEWS 

Upon arrival at an arch ive, there is an important and usually mandatory 
interaction rituaJ (Goffman, 1967): the orientation interview (Tissing, 1984)_ 
This social interaction,like so many others, typically involves interactants 
holding differential claims to power, status, and resources (Deegan & Hill, 
1987). The archivist occupies an interactional pos ition of considerable 
power, much of it structural (Chapter 3), which novice investigators do 
not always appreciate. An orientation interview is a face-to-face encounter 
with a specific archivist who may literally hold the keys to your research 
success. 

During this crucial interaction ritual, the archivist is introduced to the 
researcher, and vice versa. If you are a novice, it facilitates matters if you 
are introduced face-to-face by a researcher already well-known to the archi

. ~vist. Alternatively, presenting a letter of introduction also helps to estab
!~lish your legitimacy as a serious scholar. It is especially important to impress 
:Ifupon the archivist your interest in learning and complying with the archive's 

rules for handling materials in the reading room (Chapter 7). As Philip :a 
': j 

Brooks (1969) noted, "the more clearly [the patron] understands the 
responsibilities to care for the materials" (p. 36), the better. 

:it 

The formality and depth of orientation interviews vary depending on ·f' 
the archive and the archivist: The interview may be casual , folksy, and dis
arming; friendly and professional; or stiff, pretentious, and needlessly pro
longed_ Whatever the archivist's presentation of self (Goffman, 1959), 
researchers should try to establish a cordial yet serious and thoroughly 
professional persona. It is important to frame these interactions as inter
views because archivists base their decisions about access and subsequent 
services almost wholly on these initial conferences. The old adage about 
first impressions being important was never more true than here! What
ever the tone, format , or depth , the orien tation interview must be success
fully negotiated to gain access to archival resources. Brooks (1969) correctly 
observed, albeit from the perspective of an archiv ist, that "success in 
consulting primary sources depends upon the cooperation of the researcher 
and the arch ivist" (p. 36) . Researchers who botch orientation interv iews 
may seriously disable their research projects. 

During the ideal orientation interview, researchers explain their projects , 
seek the archivist's advice and expertise, request access to preswnably rele
vant materiaJs, and ask for an orientation to reading room procedures, i nelud
ing how to request or page materiaJs and how to order or make photocopies. 
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annoyance, important data may remain locked in the vault, never reaching 
the unwitting researcher. 

The archivist's and researcher's initial frarnings of each other are, of 
course, vulnerable to reframing (Goffman, 1974). If researchers make only 
superficial use of numerous and large requests for materials or expand 
archival searches into areas not stipulated during the initial interview, the 
archivist may reasonably question "What is going on here?" Conversely, 
if an archivist entertained initial reservations about a researcher 's inten
tions, thes~ rpay be dispelled if the investigator exhibits system and purpose 
when using requested materials, handles the materials carefully, meticu
lously follows the archive's rules, and asks the archivist astute, informed 
ques-tlons during the course of the archive visit. Simultaneously, researchers ' 
estimates of k chivists often change during the course of archive visits, 
sometimes ,discounting an archivist's initial counsel, sometimes conclud
ing that an apparent bumbler has a mind like the proverbial steel trap. 

An archivist's professional and organizational interest lies in promoting 
the use of archived materials by legitimate researchers. Brichford (1980) 
observes, "archives-repositories and documents-and the archivists who 
are responsible for them draw their identity from the institutions they 
serve" (p. 449). Curators are usually delighted if materials in their ar
chives will help advance your scholarly agenda. As a courtesy, make it a 
point to record the full names and official titles of the curators and full-time 
staff who assist or advise you in archives for later acknowledgment in 
your publications. In addition, your future correspondence with the ar
chi ve following your visit is facilitated if you keep a list of names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers. 

NO TES 

1. When an archivist asks, "Where else have you looked?" you are being asked to display 
your preparation for your visit in terms of (a) searching for and reading relevant published 
works and (b) your famil iarity with and experiences in other archives. 

6. CONFRONTING THE "BLACK BOX" PROB LE M 

Archives are essentially large "black boxes" from which you must extract 
useful data without being able to look directly inside. Having identified 

and arrived at an archive, your first tasks are : (a) to locate and request 
specific items and/or boxes of materials in promising collections, and (b) 
to identify additional collections in the archive that may prove useful. 
There are three ways to locate materials in most archives: peruse the 
archive's general catalog, consult finding aids for specific collections, and 
request the archivist's informed suggestions. These options prove straight
forward in some cases, but in olhers the black box situation is close to 
intractable. 

The General Catalog 

The general catalog is the principal key to the overall contents of an 
archive. Indeed, the archivist typically consults the general catalog (usu
ally located in the reading room) on your behalf during the orientation 
in terview. The catalog looks physically in appearance much like the now 
old-fashioned card catalogs in most libraries, 1 but there the si milarity 
ends. Archives are not arranged on standardized schemes (such as the Dewey 
decimal system or the Library of Congress classification) commonly used 
to uniquely categorize books and organize libraries. An intriguing and 
sometimes frustrating aspect of using an archive is its distinctive and 
idiosyncratic character, and the general catalog reflects these idiosyncra
sies. What gets entered in the general catalog-and what does not--<iepends 
on the interests, mandates, and resources of past and present curators. 

The organization of libraries is based on cataloging discrete, easily 
identifiable objects (Le., books), whereas archives are arranged in terms 
of collections, each of which may hold hundreds of thousands (and 
sometimes mill ions) of separate items such as letters and other documents . 
While books in libraries are typically identified by at least three entries 
(i.e., author, title, subject) in library catalogs, it is usually impracticable 
to separately catalog each item in archival collections . This fact makes 
the task of requesting archival materials much more problematic th an 
looking up a book in your local library. 

At a mini~um,lhe general catalog is an alphabetical index to the names 
of the persons and organizations whose papers or collections reside in the 
archive. A collection is typically a set of more or less heterogeneous 
materials associated with a person or organization, after whom the collec
tion is usually named.2 Government and some university archives are 
wholly or partially organized along bureaucratic lines, that is , by names 
of departments , commissions, agencies, and so forth . The extent to which 
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materials in each collection are subclassified, individually cataloged, and 
cross-referenced in the general catalog is peculiar to each archjve. 

Comprehensive inventory and cataloging are expensive, time-consum
ing, and well beyond the resources of many archives. The general catalog 
might itemize the names ofall correspondents in a highly prized collection 
on which a curator has lavished a g reat deal of ti me. For other collections, 
however, the general catalog includes only the names of "major" corre
spondents . For still other collections, no correspondents are listed by 
name in the general catalog. Note that very few collections are likely to 
be cataloged by topic, even in rudimentary fashion. At best, the general 
catalog is a rough, uneven guide to an archive's contents- but it should 
never be ignored. 

Finding Aids 

A finding aid provides a brief one- or two-page scope statement (or 
description) ofan archival collection, accompanied by an outline ofthe struc
tural organization of the collection and a more or less detailed inventory 
of the items in the collection. Some archives publish elaborate finding 
aids for especially treasured collections, but, more often , finding aids are 
typewritten and placed in notebook binders. The finding aids are usually 
housed together in the archive's reading room in file cabinets or open 
shelves where you can consult them freely. When a particularly massive 
collection is inventoried item by item, the results are sometimes kept in 
separate card files similar to the archive's general catalog. 

The most common finding aid is a simple box list, that is, a summary 
inventory of the contents of each storage box in which the materials of a 
collection are physically placed . The information in typical box list entries 
is si milar to these examples: "Box 5, Incoming correspondence, A-H, 
1921- 1922"; "Box 22, Unpubl ished manuscripts" ; "Boxes 40-44, Student 
papers"; "Boxes 60-87, Pamphlet collection on social reform"; "Box 100, 
Diaries, 1905-1907, 1934-1946"; and so on. Relatively more comprehen
sive finding aids , on the other hand, feature item-by-item inventories of 
virtually every document in a collection. The inventory may be chrono
logically arranged but is often alphabetically ordered by names of corre
spondents. If you are fortunate, the finding aids for the collections you 
need to use will feature alphabetical lists of all documents and correspon
dents together with the date and file location of each document. 

Comprehensive aids typically list items by who wrote or received a 
document rather than by the people or topics d iscussed in a docu me nt. For 
example, if Professor George Herbert Mead wrote a letter of reference on 
behalf of his student Jessie Taft, Taft's name would probably not appear 
in the fi nding aid or collection description. If you want to gamble that 
Mead wrote such a letter, and kept a file copy, then to find it you would 
need to skim through all of Mead's correspondence for the pertinent years. 
Likewise, if you want to locate every letter in the Mead Papers in which 
Professor Mead discussed poli tical economy, women's rights , or the 
rationale for establishing schools of philanthropy, then you will probably 
have to read all of Mead's correspondence. 

Try to obtain copies of any published finding aids for the major collections 
that you anticipate using during a forthcoming archival trip . Archives 
often distribute their published finding aids , usually for a fee . Copies may 
even be available in local libraries . If you offer to pay, archivists will 
usually make photocopies of typewritten fi nding aids and mail them to 
you . The expense may seem high, but compared to the cost of an archival 
trip per se, the cost is usually negligible. Studying a finding aid helps you 
decide whether a planned archiving trip is worth it or not. 

It takes time to carefully examine a lengthy finding aid and decide what 
materials to request in what sequence. It is better to do this work at home 
rather than at an out-of-town archive where living expenses are higher and 
time is literally money. When you travel to a distant archive, pack your 
copies of relevant finding aids. You can pore over them each night in your 
hotel room and map out your box requests for the next day. 

Seeking the Archivist's Advice 

If you did your homework (Chapter 4), you will arrive at an archive 
with a specific collection in mind . But an archive that has useful materials 
in one collection frequently contains additional items of interest in other 
collections, collections that you wi ll want to identify during your visit. 
For example, if your target was a univers ity faculty member, items of interest 
may reside in .a large number of collections within the university 'S ar
chives, such as the collections of colleagues, administrators, academic de
partments, scientific clubs, facu lty senates, boards of regents or g over
nors, and so on. But you have to discover these collections before you can 
use them. You might discover rclevant additional collections by systemati
cally looking up names from your master name list in the archive's general 
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catalog, or by canvassing the available finding aids. More often than not, 
however, you will learn about related collections by asking the resident 
archivist for guidance. 

The archivist's knowledge of the collections is especially crucial when 
the general catalog and finding aids provide li ttle in formation about the 
specific contents of a collection or when your interest is primarily topical. 
The archivist may be able to shorten the search process and lead you 
directly to useful materials. 

Confronting and Minimizing Archival Errors: 
Type II and Type I 

Archivists sometimes present themselves as thoroughly knowledgeable 
about the contents and significance of certain collections.3 In such in
stances, the archivist may lead researchers immediately to usefu I materi
als, or counsel that the collection has little to offer. Both responses may 
be accurate. On the other hand, there may be much more in a given collection 
that is actually useful to your research than the archivist perceives . Con
versely, the archivist may assert that "there is much that should be of 
interest" in a given collection when the opposite is the case. Do the 
archivists know whereof they speak? If they do, researchers are saved hours 
of fruitless searching. If they do not, researchers can be inadvertently misled. 

It is not far wrong to conceptualize each archive as a warehouse of 
unknowable size stocked with innumerable boxes, each filled with a large 
array of individual items which mayor may not be adequately inventoried 
and cataloged. In an ideal world, researchers simply bulldoze the dilemma 
of choosing items to examine by systematically consulting every poten
tially useful file, letter, or document. In using the Archives of the History 
of American Psychology, for example, Popplestone (1975) advised: ' 'The 
ability of the archival staff to serve the historian is directly correlated with 
both the specificity and breadth of requests. For maximum yield the 
student should enumerate all individuals whose papers might have rele
vant data. The key words in th is guideline are individual and air' (p. 22). 
Good advice, but if time is limi ted, as it almost always is, researchers are 
increasingly dependent on the archivist's professed expertise and knowl
edge. Since you cannot read everything, you must make choices, and in 
so doing you run a considerable risk of making an error. 

As researchers' resources become constrained through lack ohime and/or 
money, the problem facing researchers increasingly obtains the character

islics of a socially mediated "game" (Leinfellner, 1976) in which re
searchers try to maximize archival payoff whHe limiting losses of lime 
and energy. This situation is conceptually similar to the problem of 
estimating the risk of making an error in statistical inference. 

To statisticians, "the error offailing to reject an hypothesis when it is 
actually false, is referred to as a type II or Beta error' (Blalock, 1972. p. 113). 
Accepting an archi vist's judgment that a given collection has no relevant 
material, when in fact it does, is the logical equivalent of a type II error. 
Conversely, electing to read dutifully through a collection that an archivist 
assures the researcher will be helpful, but is not, is also an error of this type. 

At the same time, "we also run the risk of making another kind of error, 
that of rejecting a true hypothesis. We refer to this kind of error as a type 
lor alpha error" (Blalock, 1972, p. 114). Stubbornly searching a collection 
that the archivist has correctly advised will be of little use is the logical 
equivalent of a type I error. Conversely, skeptically disregard ing an archi
vist's correct advice to read a collection that would in fact be very helpful 
is also an error of the same type. 

There is, unfortunately, no way to avoid these potential errors in the 
real world of limited budgets and bureaucratic schedules, but seasoned 
researchers try to maximize archival payoffs while minimizing unprodUC
tive wild goose chases. When time is limited, experienced researchers 
concentrate their efforts on: (a) large collections of known or highly 
probable relevance to the research project, and (b) collections in well
staffed, professionally run archives with sophisticated archivists and 
detailed finding aids that help to quickly limit searches to materials of 

. highpotential utility to the project at han9. 
As time and resources permit, however, practiced researchers expand 

their searches to additional archives and more marginal collections. A 
single archive is rarely adequate to the iterative. hermeneutic requirements 
of solid archival investigation. Brooks (1969) observed, "There are prac
tically no topics of major research (that is, say, of the scope of a doctoral 
dissertation) that can be studied adequately in one repository of papers" 
(p. 45) . An archival study based on materials from a single repository runs 
an especially high risk of factual inadequacy and intellectual distortion . 

Summary 

Three methods for accessing archival materials are discussed above: 
checking names in genera l catalogs, consulting finding aids, and asking 
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archivists for suggestions. With practice, you will no doubt become an 
astute researcher who uses all three methods effectively, but you can never 
avoid the practical possibility of making errors. For example, the name 
entry "Pound, Roscoe" in the general catalog of one archive cross-referred 
this researcher to a collection containing several Pound letters, but the 
same archive also housed another collection holding an equally signifi
cant number of Pound letters that were not cross-referenced in the catalog 
under Pound's name. The existence of the letters in the second collection 
was discovered only through studying the finding aids of collections that 
I thought might be useful. In another archive, I was eventually brought a 
stack of boxes brimming with materials belonging to a nationally promi
nent scholar. The materials had not been inventoried and there was no 
entry for the materials in the general catalog. There was no finding aid. I 
was led to these materials only after seeking the archivist's informed 
suggestions. In both cases, I discovered materials that documented previ
ously unknown facts about Roscoe Pound and sociological jurisprudence. 
It is impossible, of course, to estimate how many other deposits of Pound 
materials I narrowly missed even though I consulted general catalogs, studied 
the appropriate finding aids, and asked archivists for their suggestions. 

NOTES 

I. Card catalogs are disappearing as libraries shift to computerized systems. In future, 
expect the eventual transfer of archival catalogs to machine readable fonnats that can be 
consulted on-line in the archive or from across the country. The Special Collections Depart
ment at Stanford University, for example, has already taken ~nificant steps in this direction. 

2. Tn rare instances, collections are composed of materials specially assembled under a 
topical subject heading of interest to an archivist. For an interesting example of a topical 
collection, see the "Ross Controversy Papers" at Stanford University. This collection pulls 
together a series of documents related to the controversial dismissal of economist and 
sociologist Edward A. Ross from Stanford in 1900. 

3. For that maller, so do many researchers who claim to have "read" particular collections . 

7. LIFE IN THE READI NG ROO M 

Archival materials are consulted by researchers in a designated reading 
room, often at an assigned table space reserved specially for this use . Here, 
you fLIl out request slips to have specific boxes retrieved and brought to 

you for your examination. This chapter outlines the main features of 
research in an archival reading room, includi ng interactional ambiguity, 
reading room protocols, and the importance of requesting and/or making 
photocopies. The discussion concludes with observations on using micro
films and hiring surrogate investigators. 

The reading room is often occupied by other researchers engrossed in 
their separate projects. Some reading rooms are Spartan, others are richly 
appointed with leather-covered chairs, Persian carpets, walnut paneling, 
and stained glass windows. Whatever the physical appearance, however, 
the reading room is a place for absolute quiet and studious concentration. 
The archive reading room is virtually a "sacred space" for many scholars 
(Goffman, 1967). 

Social interactions in the reading room are sometimes frustrating and 
ambiguous, and complicated by the bureaucratic organization ofarchives. 
You must learn to work with the feeling that someone is always watching 
you-because someone almost always is. You will typically be kept under 
constant surveillance in a modem "panopticon" (Foucault, 1979, pp . 195
228) by the archivist or the archivist's staff assistants (and, in some 
instances, by uniformed, armed guards) . It is important to pay attention 
to your feelings in the research setting and to reflexi vely consider how 
they may affect your work (Reinharz, 1984). 

Infighting between the archivist and the staff can catch researchers in 
the cross fire. It is the reading room assistants who usually retrieve 
materials for you from the stacks, and they can purposefully blockade 
your work or go "all out" to help. Requests for materials from the vault 
can be filled quickly in minutes, or take several long hours. If your time 
is severely limi ted, unexplained delays in receiving requested materials 
are particularly frustrating. But you must learn to "keep your cool" if you 
want the continued help of the archivist and the staff, however incompetent 
and slow that help might be. 

Experientia lly, researchers can be immobilized by interactional ambi
guity during the course of an archival visit. For example, staff assistants 
may seem to 's tudiously ignore you, or respond wi th pained expressions 
when you request materials and submit photocopy applications . The 
archivist, for no apparent reason, may ask if your research is "just about 
done" when you have only scratched the surface of the available materials. 
You may question whether you continue to be welcomed, or if you pre
sented yourself appropriately during the orientation interview. Such on
going interactional ambiguities can prompt researchers to ask themselves, 
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NOTES 

1. As a last grasp at control, a few archives require patrons to sign agreements promis ing 
to return all photocopies once a project is completed. In practice, most sociohistorical projects 
are cumulative over the lifetime of a scholar's career and never technically reach "comple
tion." Thus, photocopies are rarely returned. 

2. Several archives now stamp photocopies with restrictive messages such as "FURTHER 
REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION." In some cases, 
however, such material is clearly in the public domain (a clipping of a book review from a 
190 I newspaper is a good ell-ample), and in other cases archives' proprietary claims are at least 
arguable. In any event, some photocopy shops timidly balk at recopying any archival photocopy 
that is emblazoned with a restrictive message. 

3. Hint: Personal checks are usually acceptable, but not always. You may need cash, 
especially at government-run archives or if you are visiting from out of state. One archive 
required my bank credit card number on the photocopy request form . The copies were 
subsequently approved, made, and mailed to me-and the fee charged directly to my bank 
card account. 

4. Hint : Obtaining change for photocopy machines is often a headache. Although some 
archives have automated change machines, most archives do not make change. Call ahead 
to learn if you will need rolls of coins or small bills. In some repositories, you must buy a 
machine-readable copy card to insert into the copier-but sometimes you must make this 
purchase at an inconveniently located business office. 

5. The copies produced by older reader-printers are sometimes awful. Newer, plain paper 
machines are much better-and are usually more ell-pensive. When making copies from micro
films, be sure to identify each copy with the collection name, reel number, and frame number. 

8. STRATEGIES FOR O RG ANIZING ARCHIVAL DATA 

The skill of making sociohistorical sense out of the documents you 
discover in an archive is- fu ndamentally a process of learning by doing. 
There are, nonetheless, systematic perspectives to organize your materials 
and structure your research. These techniques wi ll not mechanically 
produce fl ashes of historical ins ight or intellectual revelation, but they 
make it easier to see patterns and relationships in the archival record. 

What are the techniques for making sense out of archival materials? In 
practice, the answers are contingent on the nature and content of the 
archival deposits you discover. Archival analysis is not rigidly fixed, and 
you learn to extract what you can find. There is enormous room for 
analytical initiative and innovation in virtually every archival investiga
tion. A few uses of archival data, however, are elemental. Three pragmatic 
possibilities are discussed in this chapter: (a) spatiotemporal chronolo
gies, (b) networks and cohorts, and (c) backstage perspectives and processes . 

Spatiotemporal Chronologies 

Every social phenomenon, organization, or movement unfolds over 
ti me and space, and you can comb archival deposits to document and re
construct the spatiotemporal chronology or matrix of sociohistorical events. 
A preliminary chronology is constructed using dates and places mentioned 
in published sources, biographical dictionaries, encyclopedias, and the 
like. Your time-line can never be totally complete, however. Chronologies 
reflect the necessarily partial data from which each working chronology 
is constructed. Pragmatically, no chronology can realistically include every 
small spatiotemporal detail of a subject's life. 

Importantly, each chronology reflects the compiler's research experi
ences, assumptions, convictions, and subsequent decisions about what events 
to include and what to exclude. Margaret Stieg (I 988) astutely notes: 

Good historical research requires a sense of conviction and a point of view. 
Interpretation and selection go hand in hand; one is the result of the other. 
The writer must establish a personal relationship with the events being re
counted. Where involvement is lacking, the result is not only dull, but it is 
likely to lack structure, conviction, and proportion; what is important will 
not be distinguished from what is unimportant. (p. 17) 

Researchers systematically and sometimes dramatically vary in what kinds 
of events they consider to be theoretically and empirically important. 

The social sciences pay close attention to the institutional aspects of 
chronological data, and draw attention to the activities of social groups. 
We are greatly informed by learning what happens to people in similar 
circumstances. Sociohistorical research permits institutional forces and 
group processes to be seen more clearly through Iheir articulation in the 
lives of individuals in social situations and networks. Sociological inter
pretation of chronologies is facilitated if researchers take special care to 
search the archival record for dates of events that document: (a) the target's 
entry into new roles and institutional arenas, (b) changes in the target 's 
status andlorTole(s) within a particular social institution or setting, and (c) 
the target's involvement in any roles that promote cooperation or conflict 
within or between distinct institutional spheres . 

Archival materials that tell you dates and places are extremely varied. 
For example: diaries, scrapbooks, clipping service fi les , birth certificates, 
baplismal records, licenses, passports, membership cards , school tran
scripts, bank records, bills , lax returns. court documen ts, wills, deeds, and 
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mortgage papers are sources of dates (as well as other information). Memo
rabilia may include invitations, theater programs, or ticket stubs that place 
people in specific cities on given dates. Packets of "get well" cards may 
identify the dates of an illness or injury. When reviewing each archival 
document, ask yourself what it adds factually to your chronological data 
file. 

Letters may reveal when major life decisions about schooling, interper
sonal commitments, or lifework were first contemplated, resolved, or later 
revised. One may learn from a series ofletters, for example, that an important 
book published and ostensibly written by your target in 1926 was, in fact, 
conceived in 1905, outlined in 1906, and drafted in all its essentials in 
1910. Letters may recount when and where enormous efforts were spent 
on projects that never garnered public notice. It may be possible to date 
the onset and resolution of personal trials such as mental depression or the 
tragic loss of significant others. Clues to the temporal rhythm of an in
dividual's domestic work and professional chores may be uncovered in 
letters written to friends, colleagues, and relatives. 

Chronologies can be compiled for organizations as well as for individu
als. For example, characteristic aspects of academic departments can be 
charted temporally, including: enrollments, budget fluctuations, courses 
taught, arrivals and departures of faculty members, departmental reorgani
zations, and so forth. Multiple chronologies for similar departments at 
several colleges and universities can be compiled and compared. ' Events 
in professional associations, such as the American Sociological Societyl 
Association (Rhoades, 1981), are also amenable to c~ronological exposition. 

Separate, detailed chronologies of documented events for individuals 
and organizations can be constructed using temporally arranged 3x5 cards 
(with no more than one event per card) or entered by date in computer 
files and updated as new information is acquired. Given sufficiently fine
grained data, entries can also be rearranged to reconstruct annual cycles 
of significant events. Temporal chronologies can also be keyed to geo
graphical locations and used to construct time-space diagrams. Each 
chronology is an open-ended research vehicle that you can repeatedly update 
to articulate the spatiotemporal dimensions of a target's journey through 
time and space. 

Parallel comparisons between the chronologies of several organizations 
or cohorts of ind ividuals may reveal previously unrecognized spaliolem
poral palterns.2 You might see, for example, that several individuals all 
made similar personal or career choices at about the same historical moment, 

or that one person made very different decisions compared to others in his 
or her professional cohort . For example, which individuals attended the 
Columbian World's Exposition in Chicago, and which did not? Who went 
to midwestern public schools, and who to eastern private academies? 
When and where did each person first present a paper at a professional 
meeting? Making such comparisons, suggested by events in one or more 
chronologies, helps identify anomalies and informational gaps in the chro
nologies of other cohort members. An unexplained temporal gap appear
ing across all the chronologies ofa cohort may point to a basic information 
deficiency in your in itial literature review that you need to repair. Given 
more complete chronologies, the sophistication of the questions you think 
to pose and answer is markedly improved. 

Networks and Cohorts . 

Many of the documents that help researchers build chronologies also 
permit the reconstruction of social and collegial networks. Most sociobio
graphical targets operated at one time or another in communities, work 
groups, and/or networks of relatives and professional colleagues, friends 
and enemies, and formal and informal organizations. Archi val data typi
cally help document the nature and extent of complex networks of inter
personal contact, intellectual influence, financial support, political action, 
organizational affiliations, and so on. 

The published proceedings of a professional meeting may tell you who 
was officially on the program, but letters or other archival documents may 
tell who was in the audience, or who caucused unofficially with whom. 
Organizational letterheads are valuable sources of data on officers, com
mi ttee structures, and terms of office. The minutes, programs, mimeo

: graphed handouts , and business meeting agendas of many organi zations 
survive only in archival collections. 

Letters exchanged between cohort members typically provide evidence 
of interpersonal contact. Note, however, that documenting both sides of 
exchanges of. personal and professional letters~ven within a small set 
of correspondents--often requires perseverance and travel to several archi
va l repositories. Thus, be alert to individua ls who saved carbon copies 
of all outgoing correspondence as well as incoming letters. Invitations, 
calling cards, guest lists, autograph books, and guest books are additional 
sources that further demonstrate the active workings of social networks . 
By using the logic of graph theory and network analysis, you may, for 
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example, demonstrate the relative isolation of certain types of profes
sional networks, show previously unrecognized interpersonal links be
tween members of supposedly distinct theory groups, hypothesize and 
explore the possibility of influential relationships between particular 
academic departments, or show how specific individuals exempli fied various 
patterns of organizational participation or membership. With sufficient 
data, the durability of networks over time, as well as changes in shape, 
composition, and density, may be studied. 

Tables or diagrams of in terpersonal networks and organizational link
ages are major working tools in sociohistorical research. When read ing 
documents in archival collections, keep alert for new linkages and inter
personal contacts, and for data that confirm or reinforce l inks previously 
documented. When you discover a new name, always ask, who was that 
person? What did he or she do? What was the frequency and nature of the 
connection to my target? Is the person linked in specific ways to other 
people in my target's interpersonal network? By asking network questions 
systematically, your records will exhibit increasing complexity, density, 
and clarity. Your appreciation of previously unrecognized networks can 
be dramatic. As various networks take shape, they lead researchers back 
to published sources (such as biographical dictionaries) to read about the 
projects or study the works published by network members (and to the 
footnotes and references cited in those works). The relationship between 
published sources and archival data becomes reciprocal in the best sense. 

Backstage Perspectives and Processes 

Initial network studies document the existence'of organizational and 
interpersonal ties, but further study of manuscript collections is required 
to gain insights to the emotional importance and practical meaning of 
particular network linkages . Intellectual, financial, and moral debts may 
be acknowledged more fully in private letters than in published prefaces 
and footnotes. One might learn from aletter, for example, that your target 
reported being tu rned more forcefu lly toward a new intellectual direction 
by having attended a single public lecture given by a union organizer than 
by all the scholarly authori ties cited by the target in subsequent mono
graphs or public speeches. 

But what is the truth status of a writer's assertion in a letter to a fri end? 
Sociologists understand that backstage performances are neither more 
"real" nor inherently more true than fronl stage presentations (Goffman, 

·1959). Researchers must confront questions of motive and validity in both 
cases, and these are not always easily resolved . The point is that both 
perspectives are required if a sociohistorical account is to be drawn 
adequately rather than superficially. 

Manuscript collections typicaUy include backstage reflections or re
marks that differ markedly in tone, detail, and apparent candor from those 
'intended for publication. Correspondence with friends, family members, 
and trusted colleagues often reveal specific personal preferences and 
professional judgments. Memoranda. diaries, marginal notes in boo ks, and 
observational journals , for example, may reveal the pattern of a scholar's 
research habits. Careful perusal of letters of reference, grade books, 
comments on student papers, or confidential prepublication reviews of 
other scholars' manuscripts allows you to outline the biases and evaluative 
standards employed by your target in everyday life. Firsthand accounts 
and opinions not only help establish the work patterns and axiological 
dimensions (Hill, 1984) of an individual's career, they also bring vitality 
and animation when quoted in sociohistorical writing. 

Front stage images presented in publications and official press releases 
are the visible points of complex backstage processes that can be docu
mented and analyzed using archival data. Patterns of editorial process come 
alive in letters between authors and publishers, and in files of rejected 
manuscripts. A thoughtful review of unfunded grant applications may tell 
more about a federal agency or phil an thropic foundation than does an 
inventory of the projects they approved. Transcripts of "closed door" 
meetings may demonstrate whether a professional organization is run 
democratically or by a clique. Letters of reference and organizational files 
on candidates for jobs, tenure,.and promotion reveal backstage processes 
that culminate in advancement for a few and in rejection for many more. 
Court testimony, depositions given to investigators, and confidential reports 
on organizational disputes provide backstage access to conflicts and 
power struggles that surface in public with very different faces . Signifi
cantly, archival research on backstage processes can enlighten politically 
d isenfranchised minorities and unmask the mystery that covers discrimi
nalory practfces. 

NOTES 

I. See , for example, the appendices in Harvey (1987, pp. 222-293), but note Deegan's 
(1990) critical appraisal of Harvey 's compi lations. 
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2. See, for example,the illuminating charts in Deegan (19881, pp. 16, 76, 131 , 133-134, 
135, 162, 164.216-217,287,321, 324). 

9. METHODO LO GICAL COMPLEXITIES 

Making sense of archival data is an ite~ative process in which researchers 
organize and impute meaning to the archival strip through repeated 
reconsideration of older data combined with the constant infu sion of new 
data. The intellectual and historical significance of archival materials 
shifts continually during the process of investigation. Through iterative 
frarr~::'.5i researchers move beyond recognizing a particular letter as inter
esting in itself to frame it as part of an evolving sociohistorical picture. 
This process is the culminating phase of archival research. 

When you open a box of archival documents, you confront a "raw batch 
of occurrences," to borrow Erving Goffman's (1974, p. 10) particularly 
apt term. Your task is to frame or make sense of these uninterpreted materials 
with a view to writing a sociohistorical account. The preceding chapter 
outlined three strategies for organizing archival data, and in this chapter 
we review several methodological complexities that can complicate the 
deceptively straightforward process of constructing chronologies, net
works, and backstage dramas . The complexities include: (a) the seductive 
concreteness of tertiary sedimentations, (b) the failure to discern multiple 
communication channels, (c) the instability of "truth" in iterative research, 
(d) bracketing the perspective of the present to understand the past, and 
(e) the structural vulnerabi lity of knowledge to intentional fabrication. 

Getting Caught in the Concrete 

Methodologically, we must always remain open to alternative ways to 
make sense of the physical traces that reside in archives. If the materials 
and the organizational structures established by archivists during tertiary 
sedimentation are taken for granted (Schutz, 1970-1971), researchers risk 
misinterpreting the archival evidence. The concreteness of the order 
imposed by the archivist's labels, chronologies, and fil e folders is directly 
experienced when materials are made available to researchers on a box
by-box basis. It is tempting to take this immediate experience and imposed 
order for granted-because they are something real in themselves-but 
they may blind us to the sociohistorical reality we intend to excavate. Each 
researcher must consciously ask: (a) How might the archival "strip" be 

otherwise organized for my purposes? (b) what is missing ? (c) what 
multiple channels of communication exist within the sedimented archival 
record? and (d) am I the victim of a fabrication? 

Goffman's (1974) frame analytic perspective orients the discussion. 
The strip is a foundational concept in Goffman's (1974) analysis of meaning: 

The tenn "strip" wiU be used to refer to any arbitrary slice or cut from the 
stream of ongoing activity, including here sequences of happenings, real or 
fictive, as seen from the perspective of those subjectively involved in 
sustaining an interest in them. A strip is not meant to reflect a natural division 
made by the subjects of inquiry or an analytical di vision made by students 
who inquire; it will be used only to refer to any raw batch ofoccurrences 
(of whatever status in reality) that one wants to draw attention to as a starting 
point for analysis [emphasis added] . (p. 10) 

Strips comprise the raw, unorganized occurrences to which socialized adults 
quickly and routinely apply organization and meaning. 

Sociohistorical researchers confront a "raw batch of occurrences" when 
they encounter archival materials face-to-file folder. Clearly, the contents 
of archives have already been shaped and framed by others during the 
major phases of sedimentation (Chapter 2). But the focus is now on how 
you respond : How do you decide to make order out of what you encounter 
in an archival file folder? By thinking ofarchival materials as unorganized 
strips, you purposefully free the material to be reorganized for your 
sociohistorical purposes. By consciously thinking of the archival record 
as a strip, we forcefully remind ourselves that the tertiary, secondary, and 
primary ordering of the materials during archival sedimentation may be 
at cross-purposes to our sociohistorical questions. The internal frame 
markers of tertiary archival organization (i.e., collections, boxes, files, 
chronology, alphabetization) need to be actively conceptualized as arbitrary 
anchors of sediment<lry organization rather than unreflexively disattended. 

How can we conceptually rearrange archival records to better suit our 
purposes? There are numerous possibilities, limited primari ly by tradition 
and lack of imagination. The running dialogue between two correspon
dents, for example, may come into sharper relief and gain new significance 
when abstracted from the chronological record as a whole. Topical rather 
than temporal organization of materials is often helpfu l, for example, to 
consider as a whole all documents that address the topics of ecology, 
personality, or operationalism. Various types of documents can be cross

http:frarr~::'.5i
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en tire record so far discovered-not just mechanicalIy pigeonholed in 
spatiotemporaJ chronologies . The iterative process is cumulative but 
never absolute nor complete. Researchers continually reshape their un
derstanding of the past as they fit, sort, shift, and reinterpret more and 
more data into evolving sociohistorical frameworks-guided by theory 
and creative sparks of insight. 

Strangers to the Past 

Archival researchers share much in common with strangers who visit 
and learn about new societies and life-worlds. As Schutz put it, the stranger 
"becomes essentially the man who has to place in question nearly every
thing that seems to be unquestionable to the members of the approached 
group" (1970-1971, Vol. II, p. 96). It is a phenomenological paradox that 
to understand the organization, rules, and conventions of past social 
groups, it is necessary to understand them consciously whereas the his
torical participants simply took those patterns and conventions for granted. 
Alternatively (and unforgivably), researchers too often project modern 
meanings onto the historical record and thereby jettison the phenomenologi
cal dictum to "bracket" our presuppositions (Schutz, 1970-1971, Vol. I, 
pp. 104-106). 

The stranger in Schutz's strange land, unlike the archival researcher, is 
embedded in a series of ongoing social interactions. These situations 
permit the stranger immediate opportunities to test his or her mastery of 
local customs in situ, aided by authoritative residents who can correct 
mistakes. As archival researchers, on the other hand, we "visit" the past 
vicariously, discern patterns in archival traces, and return home to the 
present to publish our findings. Our reality check occurs in our home era 
rather than in the place and time from which our data are radicaUy 
abstracted. We can understand the archival past, but never as the partici
pants experienced it in the "natural attitude" (Schutz & Lud(mann, 1973, 
pp. 3-20). However, in terms of the social scientific task of making rules, 
conventions , and organization explicit, we may better understand "his
tory" than did the participants we study. 

Fabrication and Vulnerability 

Finally, as researchers, we must live exi stentially with the real possi
bility that our understanding of the past is at best presumptuous. The core 
message that Goffman (1974) teaches is that all knowledge is vulnerable 

to fabrication-and may at any time crumble like a house of cards. There 
is always the possibility that posterity is being "contained" or duped by 
our sociohistorical targets or some other active agent of dis infonnation 
during tbe process of archival sedimentation. Perhaps our target planted 
fabricated materials in his or her archival legacy as a personal revenge or 
a private joke! Containment can be benign (wherein researchers are merely 
the butt of a target's practical jest) or exploitative (in which investigators 
are purposefully misled, for example, into discrediting a target's former 
enemies). Both possibilities, if realized, would seriously distort our so
ciohistorical accounts and make a travesty of scholarship-it is tempting 
to discount their likelihood. The possibilities, however, reflect the built
in, structural vulnerabilities of human knowledge that Goffman so as
tutely understood. 

The search for social scientific understanding of past events is a metho
dologically complex framing problem replete with traps and detours. This 
search requires reflexivity, openness to alternative interpretations, atten
tion to multiple data sources, and peripatetic investigation in archives across 
the country, if not the world. Our iterative, reflexive framing of intersub
jectively verifiable archival data lies at the heart of this project. Received 
dogmas are fundamentally inimical to archival analysis . Findings in the 
field of sociohistorical investigation are always tentative and subject to 
constant reinterpretation; it is not a project for researchers who seek un
challenged truths. 

NOTES 

I. Goffman (1974. pp. 201-246) discusses these issues in terms of what he calls "out-of

frame activity." 
2. Ross to his mother, 15 December 1899, Box 2, Folder 2. Edward A. Ross Papers , State 

Historical Society of Wisconsin. Madison. Wisconsin. 
3. Pound to Hershey, 14 August 1892. Paul Sayre Papers, University Archive. University 

of Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa. 

10. PUBLICAT ION, CITATIONS, AND PERMIS SIONS 

The publication of materials gleaned from archival repositories invol ves 
somewhat more than simply inserting appropriate quotations and foot
notes in your manuscript. Typically, you must obtain pennjssion to publish 
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even short quotations or extracts of unpublished materials from archival 
repositories. ) In the best of cases, the repository controls the publication 
rights and directly gives you permission to publish. In more complicated 
situations, you may need to obtain not only the permission of the archive, 
but also the consent of the copyright owner. The latter may be the author 
of a letter you want to quote, the executor of the author's estate, the au thor 's 
surviving relatives, and so on. It is useful to remember that unless otherwise 
assigned, copyright resides with the author (not the recipient) of any unpub
lished material, including personal letters. For further discussion of copy
right issues, see Strong (1990). 

The problem of permiss ions can mushroom exponentia\1y. For exam
ple, suppose you write an article in which you document your target's life 
by quoting directly from several letters sent to your target, and these 
letters were written by (for the sake of an example) 30 different corre
spondents (some deceased and some still living). Legally, you may be 
obligated to make a "best effort" attempt to contact each author or surviving 
relative/executor and obtain written permission to publish. Some archives 
may be able to provide you with names and addresses of those whose 
permissions you need, but often you are on your own to identify and track 
down the proper parties. In any event, ask questions about copyright when 
you visit each archive. It may be particularly advisable to seek advice from 
an attorney if your case becomes complicated, involves publishing mate
rial that might be considered libelous, or runs the happy risk of becoming 
a runaway hit on The New York Times best-seller list. 

Some authors, relatives, or executors may refuse permission for a 
variety of reasons, thus taxing your diplomatic skills to the limit. The copy
right owner may be functionally seni le and closeted in a nursing home, or 
may wrongly suspect you of trying to make a fortune by publ ishing a loved 
one's letters. Family members may want "that old scandal" hu shed up and 
left "best forgotten." Regardless of your legal obligations, it is a matter 
of common courtesy to contact family members and advise them of your 
interests and the nature of your research project. 

A variety of situations can ameliorate the difficulty of obtaining per
missions. If you choose to write about a subject who died many years ago, 
the permissions problem can actually improve. Once an author's grand
children die, the copyright may in some circumstances pass to the public 
domain . Matters may be greatly simpl ified if the author of a quoted letter 
had no siblings, never married, and had no offspring (and this situation is 
not so unusual as might be supposed) . Copyright to letters in government 

archives and administrative correspondence in the archives of public in
stitutions such as state universities usually resides in the public domain, or 
this material may be publishable under the Freedom of Information Act. 

If permissions are denied or unattainable, all is not lost. Typically, you 
will successfully obtain al least some portion of the needed permissions. 
Remember, too, that you have been seeking permissions to publish ver
batim quotations. You are off the hook if you are willing to settle for para
phrases. If you cannot provide a quotation as direct evidence of a certain 
point, you can at least tell your readers exactly where to find the relevant 
document(s) in an archive so they can read your source for themselves. 

One of the curious charms of archival research is the ability to make 
unassailable claims to intersubjective verifiability. By careful\y citing 
every archival document from which you quote or to which you make 
reference, you open your research to the kind of double-checking required 
by the most stringent rules of scientific investigation. Furthermore, care
ful citation of your documentary evidence makes your research cumula
tive in a particularly useful sense. By reading your work, scholars with related 
interests learn of archival co\1ections and specific unpublished materials 
that may save them months or years of unproductive searching. The materials 
you find may a\1ow another scholar to frame a radica\1y new interpretation 
of his or her own archival discoveries . Indeed, your work may someday 
be the focus of someone else's literature review. 

The public character of archival data also warrants a caution . Signifi
cant archival discoveries typically represent an enormous investment in 
time, money, sweat, and archival acumen-and thus it may be wise to keep 
your discoveries "close to the vest" until you see them safely into print. 
Remember, too, that so-called blind reviewers of manuscripts submitted 
for publication get to see your citations and documentation months and 
perhaps years before your work is published. The review process is, 
unfortunately, a situation ripe for unscrupulous exploitation. 

Unethical reviewers aside, the more precisely you can identify the exact 
location ofa cited document, the better it is for all concerned. Documentation 
of archival d~ta, quotations, and references is usually placed in sequen
tially numbered footnotes that provide: 

I . �the names of the correspondents (if a letter) or a short, identifying descrip
tion of the document (such ac; the title of a manuscript or a descriptor such as 
"memo," "Johnson 's diary," "Sociology 10 1 lec ture notes," etc .); 

2. � the date of the document, if known; 
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3. the exact box number; 

4. � the exact folder number (or folder title); 

5. the name of the collection; 

6. the name of the archive; and 

7. � the university, or city and state, where the archive is located. 

Consider the following hypothetical models suggested by archivists : 

1. �Letter, Smith to Roberts, 5 Aug 1907, Box 62, folder 3, John Breslow Roberts 
Collection, Bradshaw University Archives . 

2. � Memo, unsigned , 25 Jan 1923, Box 2, folder "memos and telegrams," 
-Edward J. Rossiter Papers, Cleveland State Historical Society, Oxford, Ohio. 

3. "Scientific Theories," p. 7, unpublished paper by T. R. Smith, undated, Box 
52, folder "unpublished manuscripts," Roberta Mason Smith Papers, Trac
tor State University Archives, Des Moines, Iowa. 

The format and conventions you finally adopt depend in part on your own 
sense of bibliographic style, your publisher's requirements (these typi
cally follow the Chicago Manual of Style), and the requirements set by 
particular archives. 

When your manuscript is ready for publication, write to each archive 
and copyright holder to secure permission to publish each quotation or 
extract. In your request, provide photocopies of (a) each quotation and its 
context in your work, and (b) each documentary footnote that identifies 
the source of the quotation. The rare archivist may question your interpre
tation of a piece of evidence, but most archivists are interested primarily 

. in-making -sure that your documentation is correct. Documentation errors 
may cause headaches not only for other researchers but also for the archivist 
in question. Be sure to keep copies of all permissions you receive. 
When your work is accepted for publication, your publisher may want to 
see copies of permissions before your manuscript is finally placed in 
production. 

Prior to pUblication, it is gocxl practice to solicit the input of all informants , 
if any, who may have contributed to your study. It may be useful to have 
a few scholars who speciali ze in the history of your target review your 
manuscript for errors and suggest revisions. Finally, remember that all 
research is a collective, socially embedded enterprise. Be sure to include 
an acknowledgment in your manuscript thanking everyone who helped 

you , including archivists, archival staff. librarians, informants. reviewers. 
and so on. It is surprising how long the list can become! When finally pub
lished. it is common courtesy (and good public relations) to send copies 
of your work to those who made your publication possible, including 
archives, informants, and the friends, family, and colleagues of sociohis
torical targets who shared their time and information with you. 

NOT ES 

I. More often than not, researchers are required to sign a form acknowledging this 
requirement duri ng the orientation interview. For discussions by archivists on copyrights, see 
Porter (1981), Crawford (1983), and Post (1983). 

11. NONA RCHI VAL DATA SOURCES 

Sociohistorical researchers make use of relevant data from many sources, 
published and unpublished, archival and nonarchival. Any number of non
archival data sources can compensate or complement when relevant materi
als in formal archives are unavailable, are fragmentary, or require trian
gulation and corroboration. The vagaries by which materials are deposited 
in arch ives are unpredictable, causing "holes" even in comprehensive 
archival collections. Alternative data sources can help bridge the gap 
when formal archival deposits are incomplete or missing. 

The range and variety of useful alternative data sources are constrained 
primarily by your imagination and resourcefulness. The extraordinary 
variability of materials found in archival collections gives a hint to the 
myriad places in which you might also look for data outside of formal 
archives per se, perhaps in a library, a museum director's office, or the 
files of a private collector. 1 For example, a scrapbook of pertinent news
paper clippings found in an archival collection suggests going directly to 
microfilm copies of relevant newspapers in local public libraries to search 
for addition!ll data or to supplement the record when an archival collection 
does not contain such a scrapbook. 

Numerous nonarchival data facil ities are mai ntained by public, private, 
and quasi-public o rganizations. Surprisingl y individualized detail is 
co llected and maintained by a welter of private and quasi-public organi
zations, such as credit bureaus, compilers of city directories, insurance 




